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An investigation was conducted of the relative 
efficiences of two alternative methods for simulation, 
a fixed time increment mod.el and a variable time incre-
ment model. These models are compared on the basis of 
,. 
the relative accuracy of certain test statistics in single-
channel, single-server queues and on the basis of computer 
run time and storage requirements. Special attention is 
given to the effects of four factors, the relative 
frequency of events per unit of simulated time, the 
utilization ratio of the service facility, the distribution 
of service times, and the distribution of inter-arrival 
times .. 
It was found that significant differences in simula-
tion accuracy occur for combinations of high event 
frequency and low utilization ratios of the service 
facility, In such cases, the fixed time increment mod.el 
did not provide accurate results. However, it was apparent 
that this model could produce accurate results through the 
use of modified algorithms for generating integer-valued 
service and inter-arrival times when coupled with proper 
choices of increment size for given utilization factors. 
It was also found that the variable time increment 
model resulted in significantly shorter·run times when 
a convergence termination method was used, 
Finally, with regard to storage requirements, the 
fixed time increment program required slightly more core 
• 




locations than did the variable time increment program, 
The requirements for both programs were not large enough 











· Some frequently encountered problems in industrial 
engineering are those involving waiting lines or queues. 
These problerns occur in virtually every phase of industrial 
operations - - in manufacturing and assembly, control, 
inventories, inspection, maintenance and many others. 
The analyst faced with these problems has essentially two 
avenues of attack -- either the direct solution using the 
principles of queuing theory or the indirect or statisti-
cal approach with some type of simulation • 
In recent years, simulation has been achieving wider 
acceptance and use for two reasons: First, pure analytic 
solutions from queuing theory are often either not avail-
able or require a great deal of mathematical sophistication. 
Second, developments related to the computer industry have 
~reatly facilitated the simulation approach. This is 
evidenced not only by the increased efficiency of computer 
hardware, but by significant progress in software as well. 
Of particular importance are the simulation language 
processors, such as GPSS (22), GASP (10), SIMSCRIPI' (14), 
DYNAMO (20), and SIMPAC (6), which are designed to minimize 
the programming time of the analyst. Even where these 
languages are unavailable, such well-known computer 
languages as FORTRAN and ALGOL have supported satisfactory 
results to simulation problems. With this recent emphasis 





begun to take place in the area of choosing the best 
simulator or simulation technique for a given problem {6), 
( 12). 
The simulation techniques utilized by- high-speed 
d1g1 tal computing equiprnent fall into two main categories 
which are distinguished by the "clocking" or timekeeping 
methods employed. The first category is called the Fixed 
Time Increment (FTI) models the second, the Variable Time 
Increment (VT!) model (6). With the former, a simulated 
timepiece is maintained by the computer program which is 
updated periodically in fixed, uniform incrernents of 
simulated time. At each increment, various system para-
meters are checked to determine whether an event has 
occurred. With the VTI system, the sirnulated timepiece 
is updated by that amount of simulated time required to 
cause the next most imminent event ot occur. This model 
is essentially event-oriented whereas the FTI model is 
time-oriented. For a given .problem ~ituation, the onus 
' 
I -
is to select that simulation method which can most effect-
1 vely ( in terms of' accuracy and spee·d} provide the: -re.quired 
information. 
Further research into the area of' timekeeping methods 
for simulations is needed for at least three reasons: First, ·11 
the previous research has consisted mainly of inti·oductory 
I 
expositions o,r has dealt with particular solutions of //_/' 
I 
specific pr;/oblems. These conditions have made 1 t d.iffi,c.u:l_t ... . I 
I 
. -, ,/ 
I 
5. 
to generalize the results. Second, the research in the 
specific area of timekeeping methods has tended to be 
limited to tryinFr, the two methods on a variety of altnost 
unrelated problems which involve no defined. pararneter 
variation. Finally, a systernatic investigation of related 
factor .. effects should be under·taken if normative results 
are ever to be achieved. 
• 
Recognizing the dirnensional requirements of completely 
general research, it was decided to limit the investigation 
to a small sub-class of possible queuing problems, namely 
that of a single-channel, single-server queue with a 
discipline of first in, first out. The reasons for this 
choice were (1) it is a problem for which most appropriate 
analytic solutions are known, and (2) it is a pi·oblem class 
encountered often in the realm of indu-strial engineering. 
It is the purpose of this thesis to compare the 
effectiveness of the two simulation models, namely FTI and 
VTI, from the standpoint of computer efficiency in time 
and storage requirements and by comparing the ac.·curacy of 
results. Of specific interest are the e~fects on the 
performance of the two models of four system paI·ameters, 
namely: (1) the inter-arrival distribution, (2) the service 
time distribution, (3) the relative frequency of events, 
and (4) the expected utilization fraction of the facility. 
If any or all of these factors have a significant effect 
on the peitforman-c·e. of el ther or both of the simulation 
' ·.--- ,_ 
6 . 
models, this would provide a useful first step in the 





'rhe word "sirnulation" in the strictest sense refers 
to an extremely broad approach to problern solving which 
utilizes the ancient art of model building, However, in the modern context, it has come to have a somewhat 
narrower meaning -- that of experimenting with mathema-tical models on a computer. 
The modern use of the word traces its origin to the work of von Neumann and IJlarn in the late 194o•s, when they joined (sic.) the term 'Monte Carlo analysis' to apply to a mathematical technique they used to solve •. , problerns .•• too expensive f orl experimental solution or too complicated for analytical treatment. (16) 
For the purposes of this paper, it will be sufficient to define simulation as a numerical technique for conducting 
statistical computer experiments on a mathematical or logical model of the physical system of interest. 
Actual systems which have been simulated in recent years are as diverse as the interests of the individuals 
conducting the research. For example, simulations have been conducted of a job shop (1), an economic model of 
the firm (5), tandem queuing problems (8), the operation 
-' of an overhead crane (lJ), and a political election (18) 
to name but a few. With such diverse and ever-increasing 
use of the simulation technique, it has recently become of interest to have the simulation, itself, be as efficient 
as possible. Unfortunat_ely, it is difficult if not 
impossible to draw any conclusions regarding simulation 
8 • 
. 
efficiency from papers such as the above, for in the 
cited research, the solutions of the problems are of 
primary importance and the techniques of solutions are 
correctly relegated to a secondary ~position. The ref ore, ,c: 
knowledge of simulation efficienty must be drawn from its 
own body of research and not be expected to result from 
the research of those not directly concerned with such 
knowledge. 
contributions of a sort have been me.de by individuals 
and groups engaged in the creation of special purpose 
simulation languages. As it became evident that simula-
tion was developing into a powerful tool of analysis, much 
work was devoted to increasing the general availability of 
the method. The fundamental goal of the special purpose 
simulation language was to make it easier for the non-
expert to use simulation as a problem solving device. To 
this end, such special languages were developed as an aid 
in programming these problems for the computer. However, 
since such languages are ·by necessity le'ss general in their 
sphere of application, the problem of efficiency merely 
becomes buried one step further. The problem becomes one 
of selecting the best special language for a particular 
problem situation. To aid in this decision, the developers 
of the languages have usually published general guidelines 
which indicate the classe-s of. problems for which their 
· languages may be useful. Again, however, it must be 
... 
9. 
emphasized that these guidelines are geared mainly to 
programability and only tangentially related to actual 
simulation efficiency. 
Furthermore, most of the special purpose languages 
utilize one or the oth~r (but not both) of the two time-
keeping methods under investigation in this thesisr namely 
< 
the Fixed Time Increment (FTI) and the Variable Time 
Increment (VTI) methods. Thus, a user having decided on 
any of the special languages is constrained to the use of 
whichever method is employed by that language. It is only 
natural, therefore, that there be conflicting opinions 
among the various suppliers as to the relative efficiencies 
of the two methods. Even in cases in which the suppliers 
have endeavored to quell their optimism, the statements 
have been very general. The current body of knowledge can 
be summarized in five statements, 
1. FTI methods are usually more efficient 
computationally with systems " ••• in which 
events can be expected to occur in a 
regular manner" (2). 
2. FTI methods have alsofbeen found to be 
useful " ••• in the study of a system whose 
significant events are not well known, 
such as a large control system, or the 
initial phase of study of many systems" (6). 
J. VTI methods have been found to be more 
efficient with systems in which events 
occur unevenly in time (2). 
4. VTI methods have the virtue that the size 
of the unit in which clock time is measured 




5. VTI methods save computer running time when the simulation is static for long periods of clock time (6). 
For an accurate determination of the better choice 
of timekeeping method, experimentation with both methods 
{ 
' remains a necessary approach. Fortunately, all applicable 
problems are not different, rather they can be grouped 
into collections or families or similar problems. Then 
f if the efficiency of each of the models could somehow be 
related to some characteristic parameters .of the family, 
much advantage would be gained. A small number of papers 
have begun to appear which utilize this approach. Perhaps 
the earliest by Conway et al. (?) attempted to relate the 
efficiences of the alternative approaches to the number 
of event-generators in the system and uhe mean length of 
events. An event-generator may be defined as a programmed 
device which commits an element of the system to a course 
of action. The results of this research indicated that the 
efficiency of the FTI method decreased with an increase in 
the mean length of events while that of the VTI method 
decreased with an increase in the number of event generators. 
Still, this paper is of a broad expository nature and the 
factors which were studied are insufficient to define any 
particular problem family. 
A more recent study by Lave (12) has also attempted 
0 
to relate the efficiency of each of the timekeeping methods 




attempts to outline a methodology for such research 
rather than present the results of any experimentation. 
Naylor and Chu (6) have presented an approach which 
' narrows the investigation to a single problem family, 
namely the operation of a single-channel, single-server 
queuing situation. In this report, two models are 
prese~ted for the analysis of this simple system -- one 
employing the FTI approach, the other, the VTI method. 
Since such a system is frequently encou~tered in the 
realm of industrial engineering, these alternative models 
were chosen as the basis for this thesis, The two models 
are presented in FIGURES 1 and 2. 
In both of these models appear statements GENERATE 
INTERARRIVAL TIME (AT) or GENERATE SERVICE TIME (ST). 
These statements refer to an operation in which the computer 
program generates or creates a particular realization of 
the random variables representing inter-arrival time or 
service time. Of course the models are quite general in 
form, but the specific distributions of interest in this 
thesis all belong to the family of Erlang distributions. 
If A and Sare random variables representing the inter-
arrival,_and service times respectively, the density 
functions for arrivals and services are expressed as: 
(EQ_~l:): 
whe·re A= 1/EAT and k is the order of the particular ~ 
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Erlang density function, and 
(EQ.2) 
where)'.= 1/EST and EAT and EST are the expected inter-
arrival times and service times respectively. The first 
order Erlang density (k=l) is the farniliar Negative 
Exponential density which for arrivals would appear as 
' -A. a fl (a) =Ae 
A particularly simple means of generating AT values 
as realizations of the distribution in equat·1on J 
involves the following steps: 
(EQ,J) 
1. Generate a number, X, which is uniformly distributed 
over the interval O(X~l. (This may be readily done 
by standard routines available in most computer soft-
ware or by a simple sub-program as suggested by 
Naylor, et al. (16) • 
. 2. Multi ply the natural logari thrn of :X by the negative of 
EAT. 
The result of this procedure is a negative exponential 
variable with an expected value equal to EAT. The same 
,proced11re could be used using EST for service· times. 
Furthermore, it can be shown that the Erlang 
distribution of order k, is the convolution of k negative 
exponential distrirfutions, i.e., the distribution of the 
sum of k exponential variables (3), This fact makes it 
quite simple to generate k-order Erlang varia9les -- it is 
·• 
·1 
only necessary to generate k exponential variables and 
take the sum. If the Erlang variable is to have an expected 
value of EAT, it is necessary to multiply 1n(X) in step 2 
above by (-k)EAT to make the expected value of each 
exponential distribution equal to EAT/k. Then if each 
exponential variable has an expectation equal to EAT/k the 
·sum of k such variables will have the desired expected 
value of EAT. 
Finally, analysis of the two models indicates that 
while they may be sufficient for solving certain problems, 
they are not sufficiently general for the type of experimenta-
tion required in this thesis. The FT! model contains the 
implied constraint that arrivals must occur at least one 
time unit apart. Therefore, for any operations of the model, 
.. ~ the clocking increments should be ·fhosen small enough to 
allow for this condition. As a consequence, many iterations 
of the model involve no adjustments of any meaningful para-
meters. Also, the VTI model is of a much different form 
which does not maintain all of the same information as does 
the FTI model, For purposes of comparison, both should 
provide the same information, therefore it becomes necessary 
to make modifications in both of the models. Such·,.,,changes 




III, PROBLEM STATEMENT AND IDPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The purpose of this thesis, as was stated in the 
introduction, is to investigate the influence of four 
elements (inter-arrival time distribution, service time 
' 
distribution, relative frequency of events, and expected 
utilization of the service facility) on the performance_ 
of the two major simulation clocking methods. The 
approach is to develop two computer simulation models --
one for each of the clocking methods -- such that each can 
be run under various combinations of the four elements or 
factors of interest. An experiment is designed such that 
each computer model can be run with all combinations of 
the four factors at -two or more levels for each factor. 
The analysis will consist of standard statistical methods 
(e.g. analysis_of variance) to determine if the various 
factors have an influence on the accuracy of results 
storage requirements, or running time of the two simulation 
models. The procedure rnay be examined in three parts, ( 1) 
the design of the experiment, (2) the selection of stopping 
rules for the simulations, and (3) the development of the 
two simulation models, 
EJCPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
l, INDEPENDENT VARIABLES . 
The experiment calls for the use of 5 independent 






characteristics, and the fifth which is-the clocking 
method of the simulation models. These variables area 
T -- the timekeeping or clocking method. The levels of 
this parameter are implemented with the two alternative 
computer models. 
I -- the inter-arrival time distribution. This parameter 
varies between two distri but.ions of inter-arrival times 
having eqllal means but different variances. ,Erlang 
distributions of order 1 and 4 are used since the latter 
will have a variance of one-half of the former (15). The 
inter-arrival times in the program are computed in a general 
subroutine one of whose arguments in the order. T~vary 
' 
this parameter, it is only necessary to change the argument 
~ 
with a parameter data card. 
S -- the service time distribution. ·This parameter represents 
the service time distribution, It has the same levels as 
variable I. 
R -- the utilization ratio. This is a standard. queuing 
variable represented by the ratio of expected service time 
to expected inter-arrival time. 
F -- the relative frequency of events where events are 
defined as arrivals or service completions. The frequency 
is expressed relative to a unit of simulated time. The 




TABLE 1 a INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
VARIABLE NUMBER DESCRIPTION VARIABLE NAMES OF LEVELS LEVELS OF LEVELS 















F. RELATIVE FREQUENCY :3 
OF EVENTS 
I 
VTI VARIABLE TIME 
INCREMENT 
El 1st ORDER 
ERIANG 
E4 4th ORDER 
ERLANG 
El 1st ORDER 
ERLANG 






0.10 1 EVENT/ 
10 TIME UNITS 
·O., _50: 1 EVENT / 
:2 .. 5:0 
.... '. 
• .. ~ 
2 TIME UNITS 
2.5 EVENTS/ 
TIME UNITS 
The var1 ous levels of these factors will be implernented 
throtigh the use of a parameter input card to each program 
model. The card will contain values for four program 
variables as follows: L(the order of the arrival distri-
. but1on, this indicates the level of parameter I), K(the 
order of the service distribution, this indicates the 
level of parameter S)s EST(the expected or mean service 
time per item); and EAT(the mean inter-arrival time). EAT 
and EST are derived input values which are used to establish 
the correct levels of F and Ras follows: 
F = 2/EAT, R = EST/EAT (EQ.4) 
The data card entries for each model are shown in TABLE 2. 
TABLE 2 
RUN# L K EAT EST RUN# L K EAT EST - -
- -
1 1 1 20 4 13 1 1 4 J.2 2 1 4 20 4 14- 1 4 4 J.2 3 4 1 20 4 15 4 1 4 J.2 4 4 4 20 4 1·6 4 4 4 J.2 5 1 1 20 16 l-7 1 1 o.s 0.16 6 1 4 20 16 18 1 4 Q.8 0,16 7 4 1 20 16 1·9 4 1 0,8 0.16 8 4 4 20 16 2-0· .. . ·-' 4 4 o.B 0.16 9 1 1 4 0.8 2.·1 1 1 o.s o.64 10 1 4 4 o.s 22. 1 4 o.a o.64 11 4 1 4 0.8 
-23 4 1 o.B o.64 12 4 4 4 o.B 2'4 4 4 o.s o.64 
2. DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
Several statistics are to be maintained by the simula-
tion models; some, such as expected queue length, expected 





length are of interest from a queuing standpoint, while 
others such as arrival rate, service rate and actual 
utilization ratio are of interest for purposes of testing 
the simulator for accuracy. Four dependent variables in 
this experiment are concerned with the relative error of 
some of these maintained statistics. When each simulation 
is terminated, the program will report the statistics 
expected queue length, mean service rate, mean arrival 
rate, and actual utilization ratio. (These are referred to 
as EQL, MU, LAMBDA, and RHO respectively.) These values 
will be compared to the analytic values determined from 
queuing theory. The relative error of each with respect 
to the corresponding analytical value will represent a 
dependent variable of the experiment. 
Of course, the relative error may depend not only on 
the independent variables but on the length of the 
simulation run. Therefore, the question of how long to 
make each run becomes important. For this reason the 
relative error variables will be calculated after termina-
tion based on the three more common methods_of ending 
simulations, namely (1) arrival count, (2) simulated 
clock time, and (3) convergence of a dependent parameter, 
These methods are Briefly described in a later section. 
Another measure of simulation efficiency (besides 
accuracy of results) is computing time. For the purpose 
of investigating simulation run time, the computer time 
for the simulation to terminate, when the convergence 
j 
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method is utilized, will be taken as a dependent variable 
also. 
The dependent variables are summarized in TABLE J •. 
TABLE JI DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
SIJv1ULA.TI0N ENDING METHOD VARIABLE ARRIVAL COUNT CLOCK TIME CONVERGENCE 
RELATIVE ERROR EQL 
REIA TIVE ERROR LAMBDA 
REIATIVE ERROR MU 




J. METHOD AND PROCEDURE OF ANALYSIS 
X 
~ For all experiments, the hypothesis to be tested is 
the null hypothesis that the independent variable (o·r 
interaction) has no assignable effect on the dependent 
variable. The alternative hypothesis ls that there is an 
assignable effect, That is to say, if the dependent 
variable shows no significant difference between runs at 
the different levels of an independent variable, the null 
hypothesis must be accepted statistically, The general 
procedure is to make a protability statement as follows: \ 
,i 
If the null hypothesis holds, the results of the experiment 
have a prob9.bility p of occurring solely by chance. If p 
is small, say 10%, 5%, or 1%, the null hypothesis is 
rejected and ~he independent variable (interaction) is said 




For the dependent variables which are measures of 
accuracy, standard analysis of variance will be used to 
test the hypothesis. The error in these measurements 
will be approximately normal with a zero mean, and thus 
I the significance levels may be tested with the F distribu-
tion. 
However, the measurements of run time are to be taken 
from the system print-out of the computer runs which list 
run time to an accuracy of only± 0.05 minutes. Further-
more, the large n~ber of runs required in this experiment 
will (for reasons of cost) require the average run time to 
be relatively short. Thus, the error of measurement may 
be of substantial size compared to the run length. Also, 
the run lengths are subject to large variation due to the 
nature of the convergence method to be used as a stopping 
rule, Finally, it is believed that run times may depend 
not only on the factors of/interest but on some system 
variables (computer, compiler, etc,) as well. Therefore, 
the run time is not as meaningful -a parameter as the 
relationship of the run times to one another. For these 
reasons, the null hypothesis for measurements of run 
length will be tested using rank order non-parametric 
tests rather than standard analysis of variance. 
ANALYSIS FOR MEASUREMENTS OF ACCURACY 
For each combination of the independent variables, 





rate (IAMBDA), mean service rate (MU), and actual 
utilization ratio (RHO) will be calculated following 
simulation runs terrnina ted by arrival count, clock time, 
-~nd convergence. A relative accuracy statistic will be 
calculated for each of these measurements by using the 
following general form: 
RAX= Ox-Tx 
Tx 
where RAx is relative accuracy of measurement x, Ox is 
(EQ ,5)· 
the observed value of x, and Tx is the theoretical value 
of x. The theoretical values for· LAMBDA, MU, and RHO 
are calculated using the material in Morse (15), as are 
all the EQL values except for the case of Erlang 4 
arrivals and Erlang 4 service. This result is obtained 
using the method shown by Prabhu (19, chapter 4). 
The relative error measurement 1·s to be the major 
independent variable. It is expected that these data 
.. 
will exhibit some degree of skewness, therefore a modified 
Cochran's Test will be used to test for homoscedasticity. 
No transformation will be used unless extreme heter-
oscedasticity is encountered. 
\ / 
',' ~ 
The data (transformed if necessary) will be coded for 
the GE 225 ANOVA Package which reports for each effect, 
the degrees of freedom, the sum of squares and the mean 
sum of squares. The highest interaction term will be used 
to estimate the residual mean squares because there is to 
be only one replication. In addition, small fourth order 
--------------------~~=~-·-·=--·-· 
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interactions will be pooled in this estimate of residual 
variation. The decision to pool i·1ill be made if the 
original mean square ratio is lessthan 2. Once this 
stage is reached, the raw data will be ready for analysis, 
The first step in the analysis is to form appropriate 
mean square ratios to compare with critical percentage 
points of the F distribution. The important question is 
what ratios to take, because the experimental model is not 
purely parametric but rather a mixed model, The effects 
T, I, and Sare parameters or type 1 (fixed) effects, 
however the effects F and Rare component of variance or 
type 2 (random) effects, The essential difference is that 
the levels of F and Rare merely arbitrary choices represent-
ing a wide range of possibilities, The procedural implica-
tion is that all ratios are no longer formed with respect to 
the residual variation, but must be taken with respect to 
certain interactions. For this reason, the actual ratios 
used will be reported in the ANOVA tables. The proper 
ratios are determined by the procedure given in Johnson and 
Leone ( 9). 
ANALYSIS FOR MEASUREMENTS OF RUN TIME 
The raw data for this section will be the total time 
for each simulation run using the convergence method of 
termination. The times will include the time to read the 
cards, compile and execute the program, and print the 
; 
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results. The analysis will be performed on the rank order 
of the run times using the Mann-Whitney U Test for signifi-
cance of the main effects. The significance of the inter-
actions will be exarnined with the Kruskal-Wallis H Test. 
All interactions of two variables will be tested for 
significance, however, of the higher-order interactions, 
only those containing three variables of which one is T 
(the timekeeping method) will be examined, For all tests 
the ranks will be assigned from shortest time to the 
longest and tied values will each be given the mean value 
of the ranks they mutually occupy, 
The Mann-Whitney U Test investigates ~he hypothesis 
that n1 samples from class 1 and n2 samples from class 2 
are drawn from populations having equal means {the null 
hypothesis) against the hypothesis that the mean of class 1 
exceeds (or is less than) that of class 2. If R1 is 
defined to be the sum of the ranks of class 1 items, then 
the statistics U, Mu, and Su are defined as: 
U = n1.n2 + n1 (n1 +l)! - R1 
Mu = !n1 n2 , su2 = n1 n2 (n1 -mi +l) /12 
If n1 ,n2 > 8, the Normal Approximation is used to 
test the null hypothesis, i.e., the statistic, z, is 
defined as follows: 








and z is tested as a standard Normal variate. Hence, 
large values of z will reject the null hypothesis. Since 
in the proposed experiment n1 = n2 ~ 16 for all main 
effects, the Normal Approximation will be used in this 
analysis. 
In testing the first-order interactions the Kruskal-
Wallis H Test will be employed, For each such interaction, 
there are four possible classes which represent all 
combinations of two factors at two levels. The null hypo-
thesis in this case is that the samples from the four 
classes all come from identical populations. Define Ri = 
the sum of the ranks of class i items {i = 1,2,J,4) n1 = the 
number of samples of class i items (1 = 1,2,J,4), and n = 
the sum of the n1 r the total number or samples. The 
statistic, H, is formed as follows: 
4 
H ==. 12 
n(n+l) - J(n+l) {EQ, 8) 
1=1 
.~,. 
If n1)5 for all 1, and under the assumption of the null 
hypothesis, His approximately Chi-squared distributed 
with degrees of freedom equal to one less than the number 
of classes. Thus, large values of H tend to,, reject the 
null hypothesis. In this experiment, n1 = 8 f'or all 
classes and the number of classes is 4, therefore the Chi-




In the analysis of th~-second-order interactions, 
there will be 8 classes of 4 samples per class. In this 
case the Chi-squared Approximation is not appropriate, 1, 
however Kruskal and Wallis (11) recommend what is called 
the Gamma Approximation. In this, His calculated as 
before with the exception that there are now k classes 
H = 12 
n(n+l) (EQ,9) - 3(n+l) 
Also, the constants, E and V, are calculated from, 
E = k-1 = 7 (in this case) (EQ.10) 
1:1 
= 10,565 (in this case) 
Finally, the analysis statistics, G and D, are found from: 
G = 2HE, 
V 
D = 2E2 
V (EQ.11) 
G will depend upon Hand the particular interaction to 
be tested, but D is a constant ( in this experiment D = 9. 25) • 
In the Gamma Approximation technique, rejection of the null 
hypothesis is l:>ased on a comparison of G with the Chi-
squared variate with D degrees of freedom. Since D must 
· ..... 
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the~efore be an integer, it is rounded to 9 for this 
analysis. 
The analysis will consist of determining a prol:abil1ty limit for the acceptance or rejection of the null hypo-thesis for each of the effects of interest. Throughout the analysis of both accuracy and PUn time, th.ree levels of 
significance will be used for rejection of the null hypo-the~is. If the given test statistic (F,z,G, etc.) could have occurred under conditions of the null hypothesis only 
with protability 0,01, 0,05, or 0.10, the null hypothesis 
will be rejected. The appropriate effect will be termed 
most highly significant(***), highly significant (**), or simply significant(*) depending upon the level of rejection which encountered. 
TERMINATING SIMULATIONS 
The three methods for simulation termination to be 
used in this experimentation arez 
1. Arrival Count -- a counter in the program keeps track 
of the total number of arrivals at the facility. When the total arrival count reaches some predetermined limit, 
execution ends. 
2. Simulated Clock Time -- a predetermined clock time is 
specified, When the simulated timepiece advances beyond this specified time, execution is ended. 




value as time advances. The execution ends when this 
parameter gets within some arbitrary neighborhood of its 
\ 
limit. Convergence occurs as a result of two factors, 
enough time elap3es to reduce the initial transient to 
a negligible amount, and the sample size (simulated time) 
becomes large enough for the noise of the stochastic para-
meter to become small relative to the signal. In particular, 
in this experiment, convergence ls to be tested using the 
actual utilization ratio (RHO) as the criterion. A value 
of RHO will be calculated for each time slice of 100 time 
units. The values calculated in the first, third, fifth, 
-etc. slice are to be averaged into a variable R1 • The 
values from the second, fourth, etc. will be averaged into 
- - -a variable R2 • Termination will occur when R1 and R2 become 
sufficiently close together for.several successive compar-
isons. Termination must occur because the two variables 
converge to the same ultimate limit. 
THE SIMULATION MODELS 
In order to institute or perform the actual experimenta-
tion it is necessary to create a simulation program for each 
of the alternative timekeeping methods. The initial 
inspiration for the two models comes from those of Naylor 
and Chu (6), however the special requirements of this 
experiment make several modifications necessary. 
First, it may be observed that the two models are 
quite different in form. In effect, the differences tend to 
JO. 
make the two models difficult to compare. For example, 
the Variable Time Increment (VTI) model does not maintain 
a simulated clock nor a running queue. Therefore, it does 
not normally save a value for the maximum queue length~ (--
encountered during the simulation. Also, it requires 
additional statements to provide for termination by the 
elapsed time method. On the other hand, the Fixed Time 
Increment (FTI) model does maintain a running queue and a 
"clock", However, the FTI model as presented by Naylor and 
Chu {6) has a different limitation; namely, the fact that 
only one arrival and possibly one service may occur in an 
updating interval. The result is that the intervals must 
be chosen small enough that the above restriction may be \ \ ',\ 
tolerated withOut affecting the relative distributions. A 
further result is that the continuous distributions such as 
exponential and Erlang must be treated as ogives or histo-
grams; that is, the random variables must be integer-valued. 
Since it is desired in this experiment to allow more than 
one event per time increment, a modification of the FTI 
model is also necessary. The modifications of both models 
are intended to overcome the difficulties presented above. 
In particular, the modification to the FTI model seeks to 
improve this technique by an innovation in the manner of 
generating integer-valued inter-arrival and service times 
for the purpose of improving accuracy without greatly 
reducing the size of the time increments. A full discussion 
I .. 
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of this modification appears in APPENDIX B. Also included 
in APPENDI1 Bare a variable library, flow charts and 
descriptions of both models and the FORTRAN program 
listings. 
l 
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IV, EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The results of the simulation experiment are contained in APPENDIX A. The first 13 tables contain the information 
needed to convert the raw data into a form suitable for ./ 
analysis of relative errors. Tables Al4 through A25 are the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) tables for the four depend-
ent variables, mean arrival rate (LAMBDA), mean service 
rate (MU), actual utilization ratio (RHO), and expected queue length (EQL). Contained is one ANOVA table for each 
variable under each of the three termination methods& Arrival Count, Clock Time, and Convergence. 
The following tables (A26 and A27) present the computer 
run time to convergence, and ordered ranking of these run times, and an analysis table. The experiment concerning 
run time fnvolved only the convergence method of termination 
and was performed last, Since, it had already been deter-
I mined from the prior results that accuracy was decreasing 
Cc as the frequency increased, the high level of frequency was 1 not performed for this experiment. Also included is TABLE 
' 
A28 which reports the ratio of simulated clock time/computer run time. This is sometimes used as a measure of simulation efficiency, 
1 
In all tables dealing with the Convergence termination method, the symbols "N.P." below the designation for the high frequency level indicates that the level was not performed. 
.... JJ. 
SIMULATION ACCURACY 
In the analyses of the parameter LAMBDA (TABLES Al4-16), 
no effects had significant mean squares ratios under the 
'~ ' Clock Time termination method and only the factor event 
frequency (F) was significant under the Arrival Count method. 
However, under the termination by Convergence, 4 effects 
were significant: event frequency (F), utilization ratio 
(R), frequency~ inter-arrival distribution (FI), and ratio 
i inter-arrival distribution (RI). A further study of 
TABLE Al6 indicates that these effects show signs of an 
~ unusual phenomenon, namely the mean square ratios are not 
large because of the largeness of the numerators but 
because of the smallness of the denominators. In each case, 
the mean square of the denominator is smaller by orders of 
magnitude than the pooled residual mean square. The meaning 
of such srna.11 mean square terms is difficult to determine. 
One implication is that those particular effects yielding 
the small mean squares (i.e., FR and FRI) are inversely 
correlated with the residual error. In any event this 
develop~ent casts serious doubts on the significance of the 
4 effects listed above, 
TABLES A17-Al9, which deal with the parameter MU, show 
two effects to be most highly significant under all termina-
. ti on methods. These two effects are: event frequency :X. 
utilization ratio (FR) and timekeeping method X event 












. TABLE 4. CONDENSED TABLES Al6 AND Al? 
TABLE Al6 COtJDEI\JSED 
ANOVA: LAMBDA--TERT·1If'JATION BY CONVERGENCE 
DOF 
J\1E.Al>T SQUARES 





-J F/FR =111.5* l 
.2638 
-2 R/FR 
=2815 ** 1 
.9384 
-6 FR/Res 1 1 • 8270 
-J FI/FRI =JJ2.l** l 
.2486 
-5 RI/FRI =1025 ** OTHER 
RESIDUAL 
21 












TABLE Al7 CONDENSED 
ANOVA:MU--TERMINATION BY ARRIVAL COUNT 
JYIEAN SQUARES MEA.N SQUARES DOF IYL~l'JTI SSA fil P, RATIO 
1 
.6763 0 ( T +TFR) / ( TF +TR) 2 
.1760 0 F/FR 1 
.J241 0 R/FR 2 
.6098 
-1 E1R/Res 2 
.6294 










= 389 *** 
= 403 *** 
' 
In spite of the strong significance of the variables F, R, 
and T in these two interactions, none 1-1as found to be 
significant even at the 10% level when treated as a main 
effect. (See TABLE Al7 CONDENSED for exarnple.) 
Other effects which produced significant mean square 
ratios were: timekeeping method~ frequency~ inter-arrival 
time (TFI), frequency 1 utilization ratio X inter-arrival 
time (FRI) r and frequency X ratio X service time (FRS). 
Again, it is observed that these effects are all some type 
of complex interaction among several of the variables. 
An investigation of TABLES A20-A22 indicates that the 
same effects which influence MU also influence RHO. The 
most highly significant effects were FR, TFR, and FRI with 
the latter found only on two of the three tables, Again, 
the main effects did not produce significant mean square 
ratios, 
In analyzing the results which deal with the accuracy 
,, 
of EQL, the utilization ratio (R) appears in one table and 
was close to significant in another. However, it appears 
that there is no strong evidence that any of the effects 
are producing really significant influences on this para-
meter. 
The above examination of the ANOVA tables raised two 
issues which had to be dealt with in order to relate the 





1. Is it reasonable to conclude {especially in relation to 
the parameter EQL and LAMBDA) that the effects under 
investigation play little or no role in producing accurate 
results? On the other hand, wo11ld rnore lengthy exper1rnenta-
t1 on d~aling with more samples and fewer variables be 
likely to indicate the contrary? 
2, Why (in the tables concerning MU and RHO) were a few 
complex interactions significapt while the main effects 
were not? 
The factor which seems to be pertinent to both of the 
issues ls that the analysis was forced to be quite robust 
because of the mixed parametric-component of variance 
' 
model. If one could assume that all five variables were 
fixed variables (i.e., confined to specific states), then all 
mean square ratios would consist of a factor mean squares 
di vi·ded by the resid.ual mean squares. It is fairly obvious 
that such a procedure would produce "significant" ratios 
for many additional effects for two reasons: (1) in many 
cases this would produce a much larger ratio than shown in 
I the present tables, and (2) because of the "pooling" the 
degrees of freedom in the denominator will be higher thereby 
causing a reduction in the critical F statistic needed for 
significance. 
Since the raw data and the mean squares for all the 
effects are precisely the same under either form of analysis, 
the natural problem would be how to decide which results to· 
report. In this particular case, however, the choice was 
determined by the interpretation given to the levels of 
the factors F and R. In an actqal queuing situation, the 
utilization ratio may take on all values of the unit 
) 
conti~um (0 R 1), an i~inite number of possibilities, 
- -
The two levels of this factor chosen for this experiment 
represent only two arbitrary selections from this continuum 
of possibilities. Similarly for the levels of F, Hence, 
these two fac·tors must be treated as component of variation 
effects if the experiment is meant to identify the signif-
leant differences between random choices from the infinity 
of possibilities. It is reasonable that the particular 
levels R = 0,20 and R = 0,80 may show significant differences 
if these were the only possible states available but that 
differences between another pair would be inconsequential, 
Therefore, for purposes of making hard statements of 
) 
confidence about the statistical significance, the method 
presented is that·of .the mixed model, It is possible to 
have the best of both worlds, however, by using the pure 
parametric mod~l to make inferences of significance even 
-r 
though these inferences ·must be only qualitative since the 
pure parametric model is a false interpretation of the real 
sitbation. It was decided to calculate a few mean squares 
ratios under the assumption of a pure parametric model 
(TABLES A29, AJO) whereby so doing some light may be cast 







With regard to the parameter 
additional information was gained. The main effects were 
all dormant with the exception of R in the Convergence 
termination method. Also under this method appeared the 
effects I, TI, RI, TIS, TIS and TS. No effects appeared 
under either of the other termination methods, 
The same·type of distinction appeared in the EQL data 
as only I and S were present under either Arrival Count or 
Clock Time terminationr but under Convergence, large ratios 
were observed for T, R, I, S, TR, TI, TS, RI, RS, IS, TRI, 
TRS, TIS, RIS, and TRIS • 
.. 
In the analysis of MU and RHO, extremely large ratios 
were found for all terminati~n methods for the variables T, 
F, and Ras well as for the interactions TF, TR, FR, and 
.... TFR. Several of the other effects were present in one or 
two places but all with smaller ratios than those listed, 
The effects of the various levels of utilization 
ratio and event frequency in conjunction with each other and 
the timekeeping method may be investigated through the use 
of TABLES A5-Al0. The size of the relative errors did not 
show any obvious patterns for the Variable Time Increment 
method, however this was not the case for the Fixed Time 
Increment method. In general the errors were smallest in 
magnitude for the low frequency level and highest for the 
~-high f~equency level. Furthermore, at any given level, the 
performance was better at the high level of utilization 




ratio, In fact the accuracy in the high frequency, high 
utilization ratio experiments was of the same degree as 
that at the loiar frequency, low utilization ratio, Finally, 
' it seems that for certain frequency·, utilization combinations 
the errors are about equal under both timekeeping methods, 
while for other combinations, the FTI has much larger 
errors than the VTI model. 
Summarizing these results it was observed that: 
1.. The accuracy of the parameter IAMBDA is essentially 
unaffected· by the variables in this experiment (at 
least for inter-arrival times as generated by the 
modified system described in APEENDIX B). 
2, The accuracy of EQL appears to be unaffected by the 
variables in this experiment although there may be some 
cause to expect some effects due to the variables I and 
Sunder the Convergence method of termination. 
3, The inteI-a.ctions FR and TFR are statistically signif-
icant at the 1% level in affecting the accuracy of both 
MU and RT-IO. 
4. There is strong evidence to suggest that the factor·s 
T, F, and Rare important in controling the accuracy of 
MU and RHO in spite of the fact that these effects did 
not appear in the analysis using the mixed model. -
COMPUTER RUN TIME 0 
With regard to the simulation efficiencies in terms of 
computer run time to convergence (TABLE A27)", the effects 
._-:,-..;._ 
40. 
T, P, and TF were significant at the 10% level, I and TI, 
at the 5% level, and TFI at the 1% level. What was of 
interest in these results was the increased importance of 
the inter-arrival time distribution, I, and the lack of 
significance of the utilization ratio, R. It had been 
supposed that R may be highly important since the converg-
ence technique was based upon the statistical stability of 
RHO which is a simulated statistic measuring the utilization 
ratio. However, the results suggest what may actually be 
the case -- namely that RHO is not a unique independent 
statistic but is rather a calculated statistic which depends 
upon the mean service and arrival rates. Therefore, when 
RHO has stabilized enough to cause convergence, the 
'-, implication is that the average service and arrival rates 
have also stabilized. This could help explain the signifi-
cance of the factor I, but adds the difficulty of explaining 
the absence of s. 
Intuitively there are two causes affecting convergen.ce 
speed, first the increased time needed to generate E4 
service and inter-arrival times and second the inherent 
statistical stability of the models which influence the 
stability of RHO, It appears that th'e latter is more 
important than the former or else both I and S should have 
been significant. It may be reasoned that the significance 
of I . 1-s in its effect on the sta bi 11 ty of the simulation 
model, This may be borne out from the analytic viewpoint 
'"·. 
/}l. 
as wells E4/El/1 models are in general more complex than 
the dual 1~1/E4/l models. This indicates that the Erlang 4 
arrival distribution develops convergence much more than a 
mere increase in generation time would explain. 
It should be recalled at this point that the run time 
was measured from program input to termination of program 
output including compile and card read time, actual execution, 
calculations and printing. With hindsight, it appears that 
some method of isolating these various operations and the 
respective times would have been a preferred situation, As 
a result, of the method used, some influences may have been 
masked by other factors extraneous to the objects of concern 
in this thesis. 
It was f:)und, however, that on the average, the VTI , 
model converged more quickly than the FTI model; the 0,10 
frequency more quickly than the 0,50, and El arrival type 
more quickly than the E4. 
Another measure of simulation efficiency is the scaling 
ratio or the ratio of simulated clock time to computer run 
.. time (TABLE A28). Just used as a comparison of the two 
timekeeping approaches, this ratio was on the average JJ60 
• • I • , 
simulated time units/minute of computer time for the FT!. 
model and 4750 for the VTI model, Whether or not this 
difference was statistically significant was not determined, 





Furthermore, this difference was larger at the low 
frequency level and smaller at the high frequency level 
giving weight to one of the listed disadvantages of the 
FTI model, namely that when events are infrequent, the 
model grinds on time uni ts with no activity·. 
.. 
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS 
A final consideration for study was the computer 
storage requirements of the two models, For the arrival 
count and clock time termination runs, each model required 
a main program and ti-10 subroutines named ERLANG and UNIFRM. 
For the convergence termination runs an additional sub-
routine ENDSIM was needed, The memory requirements of each f 
program are given in TABLE 5. 
TABLE 5: COMPUTER J1EMORY REQUIREMENTS 









































These values did not depend on any other factors in 
the experiment. It may be observed that the VTI model 
requires somewhat less memory although neither program 






V. CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS 
The test statistic IAf·iBDA (average arrival rate) was 
not affected by the variables under study in this experiment. 
Of great importance is the lack of significant differences 
for the parameter T which represents the two timekeeping 
methods. This seems to indicate that the modified inter-
arrival time generator developed for the Fixed Time 
Increment (FTI) model can produce results not significantly 
less accurate than the results of the continuous distribution 
in the Variable Time Increment (VTI) model. 
The test statistics MU (average service rate) and RHO 
(utilization ratio) were found to be very strongly affected 
by the interactions between frequency of events and~ priori 
utilization ratio (FR) and by timekeeping method and 
frequency of events and utilization ratio (TFR). Under the 
interpretation that both F and Rare random variables 
however, the main effects T, F and R were not statistically 
significant. This did not rule out the possibility that ( . ...._.,. 
these effects are n t important but merely indicated that 
differences between 11 pairs of F values or R values are 
not statistically significant. This subtle difference is 
observed when all factors (including F and R) are treated 
as parameters. This does not test differences between all 
pairs of For R. values, but merely differences between the 
specific levels chosen for the experiment. In this 
analysis the effec.ts ·T, F, and Rall shOW'ed large·mean I 
' square ratios. In terms of the relative accuracy of MU 
• 
and RHO a comparison of the levels indicated the Variable 
Time Increment (VTI) model provided more accurate results 
t 
than the Fixed Time Incrernent rnodel ( FTI). With regard 
to frequency, the low level was the most accurate, the 
' medium level next, and the high level worst. And finally, 
the high utilization ratio provided more accurate results 
than the low rat16,. 
Nevertheless, the most important result of this 
section of the experiment was the high significance of FR 
and TFR. These make implications about the ability of a 
• 
user to make the FTI rnethod a viable al terna ti ve for queuing 
problems. This would tend to contradict some of the currently 
-.J held notions reported in the Background. There it had been 
noted that a criticism of the FTI model is that in order 
to achieve accuracy, the updating increments must be fairly 
small and, hence in queuing problems, the model cycles 
repeatedly with no activity. This may be due in part to 
some needless restrictions imposed on-such FTI models. Even 
the FTI model of Naylor and Chu presented earlier is limited 
by the assumption that only one arrival and/or one service 
could take place in an updating interval. It is the opinion 
of this author that this kind of assumption is the primary 
factor" working against --the effe'ctiveness of this type of 
model. In performing the experimentation for this thesis, 
the FTI model of Naylor and Chu was modified to allow any 











In making the modifications to the FT! model, a 
primary consideration was to try to achieve the maximum 
possible accuracy. Thus it was necessary to develop a 
. ' 
rathAr complex algorithm for the generation of integer-
valued inter-arrival and service times. The general 
., 
procedure in the past has been to generate {by the method 
indicated in the Ba.ckground) a continuous-valued Erlang 
distributed inter-arrival time and then integerize by 
making the inter-arrival time the next larger integer • 
This operation is performed for each arrival time and 
results in an average error of the order of~ time unit 
per arrival time. 
The author modified the above procedure (see the 
Appendix for a description of the modified models) such 
that the inter-arrival times were integerized only after 
using the slack from previous generations. For example, 
suppose the first two inter-arrival times (starting at time 
zero) were 1.25 and 1.35. Under the old approach, both 
would become 2. Under the modified scheme, the first would 
become 2 leaving a slack of 2-1.25 = .75. This slack is 
then deducted from the subsequent arrival time to get 
1.35-0.75 = .60 which would then be raised to the integer 
1 and Yield .40 slack units. This method has an·expected 
average error of zero. Furthermor,, this method makes it 






increment. The first arrival using any part of an increment 
is charged with the full increment. Any subsequent arrivals 
which may fit entirely into the remaining slack are assigned 
an inter-arrival time of zero. In the case of Exponential 
inter-arrival times, this modified approach is equivalent 
to generating Poisson arrivals and is therefore not new, 
but this method also works where the inter-arrival times 
are not Exponential and for most such cases, there is no 
equivalent discrete distribution. 
However, in the case of service times, the average 
error does not have a limiting value of zero. This is 
because of facility idle time. If an item enters service 
and there is slack produced by making the continuous valued 
service time into an integer, this slack may only be used if 
there is another item in the queue awaiting service. If the 
queue is empty when the item in service departs, the slack 
ls lost. Therefore, the accuracy of this generator depends 
upon the number of such breaks in the service stream and the 
magnitude of the lost slack times. If R(the utilization 
ratio) is high there will be fewer breaks in the service 
stream and greater accuracy. If F (the frequency of events) 
is small, the relative size of the last slack will be small 
and the-accuracy will_ increase. 
It is now possible to assess the importance and meaning 
or the high significance of the FR and TFR interactions. 




achieve satisfactory accuracy by employing the modifications 
di sctissed 1 n this thesis. Furthermore, he may use the FR 
re lat lor1ship to deterrnine the necessary incr~ment size for 
a given degree of accuracy, If R is fairly large, he may 
make F large and get faster execution times for a given 
period of simulated time. If R is small, F must be reduced 
and if R is too small, the best,alternative may be to use 
the VTI model, 
When comparing the run time results, it was remarked 
that on the ave:rage, the VTI model was quicker than the FTI 
although the difference was smaller for high frequencies of 
events than for low. This reinforces the notion that FTI 
model can be made competitive with the VTI model at least 
in cases in which R is high, 
With regard to the analysis of the s·tatistic EQL 
(expected queue length), it appeared to be that the under-
lying distributions for arrival and service times played 
much stronger roles. There seemed to be little to choose 
between the two simulation models so long as both were able 
to maintain the accuracy of these distributions, As a 
peripheral note, it may be mentioned that the more compli-
cated queuing statistics such as EQL emphasize the role of 
,. 
housekeeping in the models. Housekeeping is that process 
by which statistics are maintained in the model. Usually 
locations are set aside for running counts of total wai t·ing 
time, facility idle time, maximum queue length and the like. 
, Q 
~---~-··------
It was generally easier to perform these housekeeping 
chores ln the FTI model than in the VTI model. These 
routines are established when the programming takes place 
_and the housekeeping efficiency is a qualitative factor 
dependent upon the ability of the prograrmner. 
Computer memory requirements were higher in the FT! 
model although it is noted that neither model used an 
excess of core, 
A summary chart is provided in TABLE 6 for comparison 
of the two models with respect to the factors previously 
discussed. 
With respect to the objectives of this thesis, it is 
concluded that: 
1. The Variable Time Increment model produces results with 
consistent accuracy at least equal to that of the Fixed 
Time Increment model and in many cases it is faster, 
_:2. The housekeeping chores are less troublesome with the 
FTI model; ' 
3, The accuracy of the results of the FTI model are greatly 
\ p 
influenced by the combination of frequency of events and 
·JI' utilization ratio of the system; 
' ,-
4'.. As a result of 2 and 3, the FTI model can be made a 
much more .feasi bLe alternative to the VTI model for 
0 
queuing applications by careful sel~ction of the size of 





Finally, the effect of the termination method is 
considered. For all practical purposes, the two common 
termination methods (arrival count termination and clock time termination) are identical to each other. With regard to accuracy of both. One is as convenient to build into the model as the other as each requires only a simple test. 
The convergence method of termination as used has 
essentially two major drawbacks: it is not as straight-forward to program, and it does not appear to produce the desired consistency of results. For the three test statistics LAMBDA, MU, and RHO, the total variation in the convergence experiments was less than that of the other two methods; yet for EQL the variation showed an increase over that of the 
other two methods. 
The critical issue in terr.aination hinges on the que~tion_· of how to establish confidence in the accuracy of the 
simulated results. Therefore, the best convergence method 
would terminate when the statistics of interest are within the desired confidence limits. In the light of this criterion, none of the three methods used {nor any other known to the 
author) can be classified as the optimal. As a result, the 
author would suggest the use of one of the more easily employed arbitrary techniques such as Arrival Count or Clock Time, The problem of finding the best terminat-ion method will have to be deferred for future research. 




COMPARISON OF THE 2 ALTERNATIVE SIMULATION r•10DELS 
BASIS OF TIMEKEEPING MODEL C0~1PARIS0l\J FIXED TIME INCREI·1t~11 I TVARIABLE TI1'1E INCH. 
ACCURACY: 
LA~1BDA NO STATISTICALLY SIG:f\JIFICANT DIFFER.EtlCES 
MU COMPETI ·rIVE FOR PROPER RELATIVELY UNIFORM FR C OJ'1BI'I'JATI ON S ACCURACY RHO COJtIPETITIVE FOTI PROPER REU.TIVELY UI\JIFORM FR C OT1BII'!_t\ TI ON S ACCURACY EQL 1-JO STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICA1~T DIFFEilEl\JCES 
COINERGENCE I'·10Illi COJ1PETITIVE FOR SI GNI FI CAI\JTLY 
' 
SPEED I-II GI-I EVEtJT FR_EQUEtTCI ES BETT.ER 
,, SCALING ROUGHLY EQUAL TO VTI BETTER THAN FTI FACTOR HIGH FREQUENCIES LO\\T FREQUENCIES 
r1EMORY SMALL SJVIALLER REQ UI REJ1ENT 







1. a more detailed investigation of the TFR inter-relationship with the possible aim of providing normative guidelines for the selection of either timekeeping rnetl1od; 
2, an investigation of the modified inter-arrival time genera tor· for the purpose of producing tables of discrete arrival distrib1tions comparable to Erlang, inter-arrival times much as the Poisson is comparable to Erlang1 (Exponential) inter-arrival times; and J. the development of a commonly acceptable convergence method of termination such that confidence limits are built into the procedure. 
The fir·st will probably take place in time as the result 
of the work of individual analysts working on specific 
problems. The second is not essential for· future research 
since the modified FTI model precludes the need for many 
such tables, It is the third direction which seems to have 
the greatest potential for contributory research, Although 
such research may involve some complex problems of matherna- ~ 
tical analysis, it is the most fruitful area for simulation 






APPENDIX A: TABLES OF DATA AND ANALYSIS 
This section contains raw data from the simulation 
experiment and tables of analysis. Some notational 
features of the tables area 
PTI and VTI represent the two levels of the factor F, 
namely Fixed and Variable Time Increment model, 
El and E4 refer to first and fourth order Erland dis-
tributions respectively. 
Statistical significance ls represented by one, two, or 
three asterisks depending on whether the effect 
shows significance at the 10, 5, or 1% level 
respectively. 
In the experiments which were terminated by convergence, 
the high frequency level was not performed. This 
is indicated by the notation N.P. below the high 
frequency designation in the tables. 
In the analysis of variance tables, one, two, or three 
asterisks indicate significance at the 10, 5, and 
1% levels respectively. 
All mean squares ratios written 1 withou.t an eqnality 
symbol are to be interpreted as "mean sqi;ares less 





TABI,EAl: .. t\NALYTIC VALUES; LAMBDA, MU 1 RHO, EQL 
F R I s 
El El 0.05000 0.25000 0020000 o.osooo 
" ? ve- E4 0.05000 Oo2SOOO 0020000 Oo0312S ..... 
.. . .. 
E4 l~l 0005000 0025000 0020000 0000898 
0.1 E4 0005000 Oo25000 0020000 0000066 
El El 0005000 0.06250 0.80000 3020000 
0 r, 
ev 
,~4 Oo0.5000 0.06250 0.80000 2000000 
"" .. 
E4 31 0 a-0.5000 0006250 0080000 1081273 . . 
'- E4 Oo0.5000 0.06250 o.eoooo 0046917 
.. . .. 
. .. 
El El Oe25000 1.25000 0.20000 OaOSOOO 
0.2 Eu. .\ () - ?C::0()() , - ?~()()() () - ;)()()()() ()_()~l.?C:: .· . ·-·- ..... . .. - -
. -· . 
. ··-· ··-· 
El ·1 0025000 1.25000 0.20000 0000898 E4 :·-~: .. 





. . .. 
El 0025000 00312.50 0.80000 3.20000 El . - . -· .. 
o.B ~~4 0025000 0.31250 o.eoooo 2.00000 
- - ·- - .. -~ -
- .. . -
El 0.25000 0031250 0.80000 1081273 E4 .. . .. . . 
!~4 0.25000 0031250 0~80000 0046917 
- .. - . ·-
" 
·11 1.25000 6025000 0.20000 0005000 , I • .J El • , ' • . r 
·~· J ' 1@25000 6025000 0020000 0003125 ' 0.2 . '·+ ' .~ 
- " 
' ·- -
•· .... - ·- -· ... 
-·-· 
•'1 1.25000 6.25000 0020000 0000898 . ' E4 - .. .. 
2.5 i;tj, 1025000 602.5000 0020000 Oe00066 J t 
.. .. -
.. 
- . .. 
. . - . 
- ... 
~l le2.500Q 1056250 0080000 3020000 El - -
o.s E4 1.25000 lo.562.50 0.80000 2000000 ...... . - .... - , 
'·-·,·-- ...... ·• .. 
. . 
El 1025000 1056250 0080000 1081273 E4 ' 




TAB1,E A2: LAMBDA-TERMINATION BY ARRIVAL COUNT 
RELI't TIVE ERROR 
F R I s FTI VTI FTI VTI 
-
El El 0 o Oq_ 934 Oa04570 -Oo01J20 c::,0008600 
" 




E4 I~l 0005063 0.04926 0.01260 -0.011-iao 
0.1 ~.14 J...J Oo0_~9 0004970 0001180 -0000600 
El El 0004802 0005135 -0003960 0002700 -
0 ,., i«' 1, 0004887 0004606 c:,0002260 c:o0o0788o ev ..J T 
' 




I 0005072 0 004869 0001440 <=0002620 E4 I - - .. ..... 
E4 ) 0004935 0004950 --0001300 coOoOlOOO i 







0024606 0024626 -0001576 -0001870 El El ~ ··- ,,-.. - . --
0.2 Eli I' 0.26596 0023441 0006384 -=0007795 ' ·- t- .. 
El 0.24802 0026104 C>Oo00792 0005520 E4 - . . -
0 .s p;4 Oe25471 0024312 0001884 -0 s 03440 
.. -. 
- - . . . 
El 0.25694 0023734 0002776 c:,0006330 El ... -
o.B ~~4 0.25560 0025237 0002400 0.00948 
- ·- . -
. -----· .. -····-· .. 
.. 
--
El 0.24802 0025433 -0.00792 0.01712 E4 -
,~4 _, 0.25100 0.24213 0.00400 -0.03148 
. ,1 1.16009 1.27080 -0. 07193 0.01664 •• -~ El 
·Ir 






··1 1027226 1.28026 0.01781 0.02421 . ' E4 - · .. ~ . -: - ... - -- . ·-
2.5 ! 1 "i1;, 1024688 1.22286 -0000250 -0.02181 ~ r ·! 
·1···· . - . . .. iii' . . . . ... ·- .. . .... , ·- . .. ~ ., 
-·· 
. .• 
-· . - . 
-·- ·-· - . ·- .. -· 
~l i 1029231 1023376 0003385 ~0001299 
' El ... _ . .r • 
,I 
E4 _; 1020384 1021835 c::,0003693 CJOo02532 o.s ; ~ ;, ,., 
•·! 
··.:•· -- .. 





E4 El 1.28133 1019730 Oe02506 -0.04216 




TABLE AJ: LAMBDA-TERMINATION BY CLOCK TIME • 
F I s FTI VTI F'IT VTT 
.,.:::~-- -
R 
El El OoOL~867 O ~ 01+590 -0002660 --0008200 
" 
? EU 0.05133 0., OL~ 926 0.02660 ~0001480 "'-'•-
) 
E4 l~l 0.05'167 0.05088 0.03340 0001760 . - .. 
0.1 E4 I 0 o OL~833 0005000 -0003340 0000000 ' 
, I 
El ' 0004667 Oo0_5286 .-0006660 0005720 El ,. . .. 




31 II' Oo0.5067 0 004 762 0001340 ~0004760 E4 I .... . .. 
i! 




. - ... 
··---- ·-
• El El 0024867 0024253 -Oo00.532 -0002988 - -- - - .. 
0.2 El.i 0.26500 0.23738 0.06000 -0005048 -· -
.,-, 
El 0.24800 0.25664 -0.00800 0.02656 E4 I 
o.5 !i;4 Oa25467 0024255 0.01868 -0.02980 
. ... 
. . 
El ro 0025567 0024361 0002268 -0002556 I, El -· --- ... -• 
o.B E4 0.25500 " o.25463 0002000 00018.52 .... 




E4 El 0.24900 0.25066 -0000400 OQ00264 
!~4 0.24867 0.24609 -0.00532 cao0.01564 
. 11 1.26833 1024102 0001466 --0.00718 . t -~ El --·- ,,. 
0.2 :~;I+ . 1019367 1022586 c,Oo04506 c:o0.01931 .. .. , 
·-- - - .. 
.. . .... 
-· -·- -·· . 
. . 
•'l 1.23367 1026084 .... 0.01306 0.00867 • J E4 ' ... .. -.:. .. . 
2.5 ·"i'i1 1024100 1024979 c::oOo00080 -0.00017 I .J r 
- - . - ., ... ,_. . - . .. .-. 
• -- - 1 -
. .. - . ~- ... - ... •. 
. - .. -
- ... 
-
~l 1024667 1024030 c,0000266 --0000776 ! El . ··- -· 
o.B E4 1029767 1028644 0003814 0.0291.5 
.. ·-- ........... ·-· .. ;'--,. -• .. 
. ... . 
E4 El 1023833 1.21984 -0.00934 -0.02413 ' ' l-14 ~ 1.23767 1.24189 -0.00986 -0.00642 
S?. 
' . 
IApL£ t:\4: LAMBDA-TERMINATION BY; CONVERGf:NCE 
• 
RELATIVE ERROR F R I s FTI VTI FTI VTI 
El El 0004936 0. OL~822 -0001280 -o ,:o~56o 
('\ ? E4 Ve - 0 o OJ~ 958 0004966 -0000840 .... 0000660 
'• - J 
-
a • • 
E4 l~l 0005049 0004928 0000980 -0001440 
·,4 ' 000494 7 0005084 -0001060 0001680 0.1 I 4 l.J ,I 
-
·-
L, 1 0005447 0.04965' 0008940 -0000700 El CJ 
- . 
0 CJ ev l~l+ 0.04844 0.05175 -0003320 0003500 
.. · 
E4 Sl 0004967 0004898 -=0000660 -0.02040 -






El El 0025147 0.24405 Oo00588 ~Oe02380 -· -






El 0.24636 0.25252 -0 o Ol.t~.56 0001008 E4 . -




-· . - . 
El 0026971 0.24 782 0.07884 -0000872 El ' ' - . .. ... .-'. . - -. - -
;,1 




El 0.23971 Oc25184 -Oe04116 0000736 E4 ... ,- .... . .... -- . -- --- . -
Jl4 





0.2 I~ I J . '·+ . 
E4 •'1 . ' 
. 




! El . -· 
o.8 t£4 







"~---.. --~· ,· -·-. - , __ .. _ ... ~_.: --~~· .,,._~ -;,•,_.~,.-. -'<·~. : 
- . .. . .. ' .. -- . - _- - . -·· .. 
sa. 
TAar,5; A2: MU-TERMrN.r1TroN BY ARRI'iA14 QQUN'l' 
RELA TI \TE ERR OR F R I s FTI VTI FTI VTI 
El El 0.22692 0027091 -Oo0<?232 0008164 
; 
" 
? El~ I Oo;J2247 0 0 24848 -0011012 -0000608 ve-
. . .. 
E4 1~1 0023493 Oe26219 -0·006028 O~Ou876 
0.1 ii14 J_J 11 Oo22l}37 0024077 -=00102.52 -0003692 
•. 
E:l I Oo06J49 0$06385 OaOl.584 0.02160 El .. . . •-
Q C"J 
ev l~l+ 0006177 0.06197 --Oa011A8 -0.00848 
E4 Sl 0006491 0.06205 0 0 03856 -0000720 .. 
E4 ':i I 0006443 0006300 0003088 0000800 :1 _,; b 
... ~. 
.. . -- - . 
-- -··· 




El { Oo 744 78 1.22850 
-0.40418 -Oe01720 -~ El ·,' "·· . - . 
~ 0.2 Eu 0085299 1.25300 -0.31761 0.00240 
I 
I 
" o. 75492 1.18989 -0.39606 -0~.04809 ,, El ·, I' E4 i 
o.5 fi;h ...,.. 0.77847 1.25196 -0037722 0.00157 
El 0.29301 0.30408 -0006237 caQ e 02694 El 
o.B E4 0"29499 0.309?8 -0.05603 =0001030 
- - . 
--
I 0029562 0.30165 -0.05402 c::,0003472 El E4 _, - . " ., . -~· - - -- .. 
!~4 0.29045 0.31386 -0007056 Oa00435 
.. ... 
-
.,1 la67677 6.28780 c=Oo73172 0.00605 . ' -~ El . -
0.2 :~;!+ . 1064686 6 026785 -0073650 0.,00286 
-
- . . . ·-
... 
. - --· .. , . .. ---·· 
•'l ls41360 6.45931 -O<D77382 0.03349 • J E4 
2.5 ... i' 1039776 6.47600 -=0077636 0.03616 -' r 
.. .. 
. . .. 
.. 
~1 1039385 1062337 -=00107 94 0.03896 ( El 
-
- -
~4 ' " Ill 
-lo3L~595 1053704 c=Ool3859 -0.01629 o.8 :iii ,i: 
.. • ;! M 
·-· . . -- -·· ·• -·· .. - . -·-~ 
El C 1030871 1051596 r::10016243 ~0002979 E4 ,. ~i - . .. .. . .. -
E4 1.26329 1 • .56721 -0.19149 .0~00301 
\ 
· S9 • 
.. 
TAB{,& A6i HY-TERMINATion BY CLOCIS TIME 
' REL:~ rrI VJ_:~ ERROR F R I s FTI VTI 
. 
~ 
El El 0.22256 0.29229 -0010976 0016916 
(\ ? Eh 0.22482 0.25178 -0010072 0000712 ve-
E4 l~l 0023485 0026000 -=-0006060 0004000 
0.1 "' ii14 0.21970 0022939 -0012120 -0008244 J...J 
El El Oo06500 0 0 06086 Oe04000 -=0002624 . .. . .. 
~ 
. . '} r,: 0006253 0000048 0001328 0 CJ 0006333 ev I~•+ 
E4 31 O. 07136 Oo06_520 0014176 0004320 
E4 Oo064S5 0006268 0003280 0.00288 . . . . - .. 




El ? 0076332 1.21008 
-0018934 -0.,03194 El '· .. . .. .r,-. • - ... - .. . i( 
;: Eu i' 0 0 8~_574 1.24531 -0.32341 -=Oo00J7S 0.2 . .. ·-· . . . 
--
r 
El < 0074251 1021160 =-0040600 -0003072 E4 -- - .. - . _. -·- ·-
0.5 } i~ J I 0.78601 1026397 -0037119 0001118 ' 
- ... 
El 0.29496 0030134 -=Oa0.5613 -0003.571 El , .. 





- - . 
El 0.28240 0.31545 ~0009632 0000944 E4 . . .. 







·11 ' 1076438 6.20669 -0.71770 -0000693 . f - -' El 
°I' 
I 
,- I J I 1069234 6.21796 -0.72923 ocOo00513 c.2 i + ' . '. , r - - - -c X - .. -- -··· .. - .. 





•' 1 i le38562 6030431 -Oe77830 0000869 . IE4 .. ···. ·- ·... - . .. •.. 
2.5 ''i' i I 1.39910 6034111 ~o o 7 7 614 000145'8 .J r - - . . 
-· 
~1 1035164 la57302 --0 .13495 0.00673 ' El 
.. 
o.s E4 1040694 1055910 <=00099.56 og0e00218 .. .. 






E4 -El 1.29318 1~57703 C30ol7236 Oe00930 
E4 1.29484 1.58239 -0017130 0.01273 .. 
1··-::-··.c_, •.. 
-, :·.··;<"-,' " ' 
~~,.- -·:-··--· ···-·-· ----
-
---.. ---~- . - _._..,.__.. _, ____ ---- ---- -· ·-
60. 
IAB1£ A?: MU-TERMitf ATION ~y QOli~R(JENCE 
RELATIVE ERROR F R I s FTI VTI FTI VTI 
El El 0.23879 0.25377 -0004484 0001508 
? I 0022724. 0024.975 -0009104 -=0000100 " E4 '-'•-
., . 
1~1 I 0023017 0021963 
-0007932 
-0004148 ' E4 I II II 
. 14 0021936 0025774 -0012256 O .03096 0.1 '~ I .J..-1 ,. r.'." 
': 0005815 0006133 -0006960 -0001872 El 
·l 
: 
El II .. 
-
/} I 
,. 0006196 0006069 -0000864· -0002896 0 C1 ~· ev ~. 
~I ' o o 0613L~ Oa06298 =0001856 0000768 31 a E4 =~, 




. . . 
El El 0.,80813 1.26105 CQ00_15350 0000884 - ·-
0.2 Eu 0.77701 1.20845 =-0037839 -Oo0'332u .. 
.. ... 
. . 
El 0.80822 1.23685 
-0.35342 -0.01052 E4 
o.5 f~J, 0.81028 1.25007 -0.35178 0 .00006 t . . 
. 
El 0010262 0.10'J91 -0.01162 -OG02109 El 
o.s ~~4 0029853 0.31096 -0.04470 -0000493 .. . .. .. 
--· 
El 0030262 0031937 -0003162 0.02205 E4 - ' .. .. .. 










•'1 . j E4 
2.5 •,' i I -' r 
N. P. ~l ! El 
o.8 ~4-. 




',[ABLl; A8:RHO-TERMINATI0N BY ~RRIVSL COYJi'f 
RELA TIV.E ERROR 
F R I s FTI VTI FTI VTI 
El El 0021699 oct16869 0 0 081+ 95 -0015655 
" ? ve- E4 ' 0 0 22946 0019463 0014730 -0002680 ... .. :, ... 
E4 1~1 0.21509 0018789 0.01545 -00060~5 .,... - -- . 
0.1 E4 0022501 0020642 0012505 0003210 
El 0 0 751+83 007991~3 --0005646 -0000071 El - . .. . . . 
0 r, -,1 0078008 0073589 .cQ O 024 90 ~OoOBOllt 4 ' ev I~ 1"° 
. ' 
. . - ··- ... , . 
•. 
El I, 0077665 0 0 784 76 -0002919 =>0001905 E4 II. n . . - . 
II 0076291 Oe78576 -0004636 =-Oo01?80 E4 i 
i•, . . -- . .. - . - .. .. , . 
) 0032972 0020045 0064860 0000225 El :,: El ?.' - . -~:-~· - - •- - -,, 
i,' 
0.18708 ~- O.s55585 -0.06460 Eu Ii 0031117 0.2 I ' . •· ... .. 
El I 0032788 0.21939 O .6 3940 0.09695 E4 I . - -- ...... --. -: . ·- ··-· - -:i 
f i~ 1, ., o.~e654 Oo 19419 0063270 c:,000290.5 o.s "1'" 
·-
-
..... ' - -
El 0.87513 OQ77113 0009391 -0003609 El 
o.B F£4 o.85743 0.81599 0007179 0001999 - . _, .. . 
--- -- .. . -•- . -
. -
El Oe81710 o.82796 o.ol.!.662 Oo0149S E4 . .. 
f~4 0086245 0.76990 0.07806 
-0.03762 
. 11 Oe68910 0020211 2044550 0001055 . f -~ El . - . -· 
,-·, J 0071462 0019697 2057310 -=0001515 t + 0.2 . '. ' - - -··· .. . .. . . .;, . - .. 
- . . -· . 
·.· - .. ··-- -·- - --
E4 . •:l .l 0089822 0019820 3049110 ~0000900 ........... - . .. . .. .. 





~l 0091798 0076000 0014744 c:;)0005000 ! El f' ,. ... . .. 
II\ 
~4 Ii 0088729 0079266 0010911 =0000917 o.8 ., I 
.. 
. . ·• .. -
. .. . 
El 0 0 96931 0078980 Oe21164 c:>0.01275 E4 
E4 0.95411 0.78072 0.19264 -0.02410 
62. 
• 
'IAB{1f: A9: RHO-TERMINATION BY CLOCK TIME 
RELATIVE; ERROR F R I s FTI VTI 
El El 0.21867 0.15703 0 Q 091_'35 -0 0 21~_85 




E4 l~l 0022000 0019570 OelOOOO -0.02150 
0.1 ;,,4 J. ..J Oa22000 0021797 0010000 0.08985 
li' 1 0.71800 0083026 
-0010250 0003782 L.1 El . - . - - . 
0 c, 
ev .~l+ 0.71433 0071426 -=0010707 c:o0ol0717 
31 0071000 0072015 cc,Oo112_50 c=,0009981 ~14 ~ -
I 
E4 I o 1) 7436 7 0.81813 
-0007041 0002266 I -




El .- 0032533 0.20043 0062665 Oo0021S El I - ''. 





0033400 0.21182 ·, 0067000 0005910 El 
(" 
I 
E4 ' .· .... , - . 
!' 




. ·- .. 
-t~! 0086567 0.80397 Oe08209 Oo~P496 El i '. El -······ . 









' 0.87700 0079459 0 009626 CJOoQ0676 El E4 - .... - - . 
-
!~4 o.84733 0078764 0005916 c::,0001545 
- ~·. .. - .. 
, ... 
',1 0071867 0019995 2.59335 ~Oo00025 . f • .J El -· 
0.2 ·~· J t ' 0070533 0019715 2a52665 c::,o O O 1425 . '. -- .. ',. 
. . . 
-
- . - . .~' .. 
•· --·· . 
.. 
,' 1 o. 8,,9033 0.20000 3045165 0000000 ' ' E4 .. 
2.5 '"i' j I 0088700 0019709 3e43500 c:,0001455 _j t 
.. .. .. 
. -
- " ... 
-· 
~l 0092233 0078848 Ool.5291 r=Oo01440 ! El ... ... 
-






E4 El 0 0 95733 0.77308 0019916 c,0003365 '· '" ft, 
E4 0.95533 o. 784J33 0019416 -0001897 
.. ·., 
6 J. ' 
TABLE AlO: RHO-TERMINATION ~y CON~RQENQ~ 
•• 
F REL.ft TIVE ERROR 
FTI vTr \ 
I VTI s FTI 
El El 0.20673 0.19003 Oe03365 
-0.04985 
(' ? f~i, 
" 0021819 Oal9884 0009095 -0.00580 '-"•- ... . - '·· II 
I~l ,n 0021937 0020567 0009685 0002835 E4 ., .. ·:'i '.:1 
'. 0022553 0019724 0.12765 -0001380 E4 
I 0.1 I 
i: 
.. 
El El 0091868 0080960 0014835 0001200 . . .. 
0 C1 ev .~l+ 0077970 OoB4524 -0002537 0005655 - . . 
, . 
E4 El 0080910 0077767 0.01137 -0002791 .. 
,· 




.El 0.31118 0019353 Oo5SS90 -0003235 
0.2 Eu 0.31071 0021072 0055355 Oo0.2J60 
El 0.30481 0020416 0.52405 0002080 E4 






El ·, 0(\)88735 0.807'51 0010919 0.00919 
i 
El ·. . .. . ·- . . - ·----
.· . 
o.B '. ~,4 0081615 0.82645 Oo04Sl9 0.03307 
:., 
- - . . . - -·- . 
. - - ..... ' --
. . 
--·· - .. 
El On79Qlc; Oa78716 
-0.01211 -t0.0l60S E4 ·- . . ·-· •... .. •. 
!~4 0.81136 0(379432 0.03920 -0000710 
.. 
.. 
' I '11 
-~ El 
,-1, 
0.2 1 + . • I. 
. - ·1 .,_,, -··°" 
•ll 
. J E4 t~ 2.5 ! 'i' ii J r 
N.P. ~l' 










TAB1£ All; EGL-TERMINATION BX AfiRIYAI, QOIJNT 
REL/t TIVE ERROR 
... F R I s FTI VTI FTI VTI 
-
El El 0.06167 0.03630 0023340 -0027400 
('\ ? E4 II 0005309 0.03286 Oa69889 0.05'152 I v•- ,, 
- . . . I 
'.I 
E4 l~l .'.1 0.00780 O.OOh.90 <=Ool"3ll.LO -o.J,J,989 - ·• . ·::i 
·' 





10605'88 2080462 L,1 I -0049816 =>0012356 Li 1 El . .. -
0 CJ ev ,~l+ II ! 2017066 1016541 0008533 -=0041730 
. - •:; .. - - -
i I 
1oL~.53 Bo E4 31 t~i 3045570 -0019801 0090635 ·~ .. -
' E4 ,, 0039374 OoJ+9768 -0016077 0006077 
- .. ·- ..... 
El El 0005413 0004701 ~0021252 -0004640 . - .. 
0.2 Eu Oe05745 0003174 -Oo83B40 0001728 . . ...... ····~ - k • • - -
' 
. .. . . - -· - -- . - - . .. .. -- ·-· 
El 0001687 0001462 0087862 0 062806 
E4 -- .. 




, ... ,. I - - - -· . - --- .. -- ···-
I 
El 3 0 76972 2065058 0017806 c::10017169 
El . "" .... -· -
,(' 
,t 
o.B E4 2 0 94277 2071078 Oo4 7139 0.35539 - ··--- - .. . - .. .. : ·-·· 
El 1069940 3021002 c=Oo06252 0077082 E4 ' -- - - ··-. . .. ... - . - . - .. . - ····-
!~4 1010241 0048615 1034970 0.03619 
. . ·-- -· -···- .... . .. . . ·- .. . . . . ... .... -
,, 
',1 0001856 0004097 c,Oo62880 ~0018060 . I 
-~ 
El . - ···-· 
:~;}+ ' ~I 0000236 0003978 ~0092448 0027396 ,, 0.2 " ,, --· ····- -· .. . ... - .. ·· ... ·- ..... . . . . . -
tl 1 0.02036 0000482 1026726 ~Oa46325 ' j E4 I 
2.5 ,,1 ii 0000000 0000290 -=loOOOOO 3048485 .J r 
··- . 
.. . - . .. .. .. 
-
~1 4085385 1078066 Oo.51683 =0044354 
' El .. : -
o.8 E4 1063073 ; 1068675 =0018464 =0015663 
. - .... - -
., 
E4 El 1065985 .le03890 <=0008434 ~Oo42687 
E4 e.6884.1 0.72633 0.46729 0 • .54812 
.. 
TAeLE Al2: E9L-TERMINATI0N BY CLOCK TIME 
• 
RELAI\ TIVE ERROR F R I s FTI VTI FTI VTI 
El El 0.07900 0 ~ 020~.2 Oo58000 -0059160 
("\ ? Iili 0.06067 0003263 0093568 0 0 044_16 ve-
. " . 
- -
E4 I~l 0.00633 0001078 -Oo29S10 0020045 
0.1 1i'4 ).__J 0000233 Oo000.58 2053030 ~0012121 
. 
El El 1048567 3013139 -0 e53573 =0002144 . 
- ' 
0 c, 'f,} , i: 0080833 1003442 ~o o.5'9584 -0 e~-829~ ev I..J j' ) 
E4 31 I 0068833 0074119 -0062028 -0059111 I 
" - ' 
:1 E4 0036167 0061503 .. 0022913 0.31088 
- ' . -- .. ,, - ... ·-
... ., 
-· -· 
El Sl Oo0.5467 0004804 0.09340 -0.03920 . - - . -
0.2 Eu. ' Oo0.5933 0.03121 O .08986 -0.00128 i1• ••4 - ' . . . . . 
.. -
El i 0001467 0.01432 o.63363 o.59465 E4 
I 1:~4 :r 0.00633 o.5 0.00183 8 e59091 1.77273 . -
,!· 
-




1.~7213 3ell312 0005385 -0.0271.5 El - ...... 
o.B f.~4 ' 2.46800 2033099 0023400 0.165'99 - - . ,. - . - .. - ,. 
- .- -- •· -·. 
----· . 
El 2031467 2050845 0. 27690 0038379 E4 
f~4 0.93467 o._s4770 0. 99218 0016738 
. 11 
' f 
. .., 0.02900 0.04922 -0042000 c,OoOl.560 El .. 
0.2 ·~' J + ' 0.00133 0003412 =0e9574J+ 0009184 . '. 
. -- -- -~ -··· 
. -
. -·- ---· .. -
-
•' 1 0.00533 0.00699 -0.40646 -0.22160 • • E4 
·-· 
I 
0000000 0.00189 -=l.00000 1086364 2.5 I.,, , ..., r 
.. ·- ' - -
- - -·. 
.. .. 
. .. -
~l iri 3080167 3040046 0018802 0006264 ! El ,i 
-· r ... . ... 
o.B ~4 i., 2o~9033 2083773 0029517 0.41886 




E4 El 1.45663 1028903 ~o 019661( -=Om28890 
E4 0.78767 · 0.58413 o.67886 0.24503 
--------------------_._.;.;;·-~-----~--~-=--- --·-. ---
66. 
IABL;; Al3: EQL-TERM!NATION BY QONVERGENCE 
• 
REIJ.~ TIVE ERF10R F R I s FTI VTI FTI VTI 
. 
El 0.04727 0.04~91 -0005460 -Ool21PO El 
.; 
(' ? Eh ,1 0005785 o o 03L~46 0085120 0010272 v•- ':I 
•· --· - ; -· 
. . . ... 
.,' 
E4 l~l 0005136 0001129 4. 0 7193 7 0025723 . . ,· . II 




' 3063921 2099763 0013725 ...,.Q O 06 324 El ~El I .... { 
0 r, '•'} ' 2079707 1099928 0039854 -=0000036 eu !..J "1'" 
... . 
I 
1040674 0065110 . E4 El I! 2099300 =-0022397 I .. - •,,• -
E4 J.85398 0 0 94839 7021446 1002142 
. . . .. . . 
. -
El El. 0.05576 0004491 Oo11~20 -=0010180 ··-·· . -
0.2 Eu 0.06121 OQ01SOS ln02272 0,.12160 . - , .. 
-
. . . .. 
- . . -- .. 
' 
I 0.06033 0001182 5071826 0.31626 El ,, II . E4 II I 
o.5 f ~ 1, 0.06172 0000133 25015152 1.01515 "T 
. . .. 
. . .. 
. ··- .. 
El 5.27059 3036866 Oe64706 0005271 El -· ... 
o.B ~~4 3.77808 2000830 0.88904 0000415 
-·· 
. -- . 
- - ... 
-
. \ r 
' El 2049397 1035905 0.37581 -0.25027 E4 . - - .. .. . -. , __ .. 
!~4 3001742 o.59828 5.42564 0.27519 
· 11 
•• • J 
El 




. ' E4 
2.5 ''i' I I .J r 
-·· - -- --
{ 
N. P 4 ~l ,; ~ ".i ',I 
El I '. 





TABLE A14, ANOVAzLAMBDA--TERMINATION BY ARRIVAL COUNT 
J'1EAN SQ1Ji\l1.SS MEAN SQJl\.RES 
EFFECT DOF JvIA l\TT I 3 SA Ti'X p L • RATIO 
T 1 .3595 -2 ( T+TFR) / ( TF+TR) = J.69 
F 2 • 8240 
-3 F/FT?. =23 ,2 ** 
R 1 ,4744 -4 R/FR = 1 e JL~ 
I 1 .2905 -2 ( I +FRI ) / ( FI +RI ) = 1,55 
s 1 ,8673 
-3 ( S +FRS) / ( F S +RS) = l'. 07 
TF 2 .1470 -2 TF/TFR 1 
TR 1 .2471 -4 ·rR/'TFR 1 
TI 1 ,3527 
-J ( TI +TFRI ) / ( TFI +TRI ) 1 
TS 1 • 98_57 
-3 (TS+TFRS)/(TFS+TRS) 1 
FR 2 ,3551 -4 FR/Res 1 
FI 2 .2564 
-3 FI/FRI 1 
FS 2 .7108 
-3 FS/FRS 1 
RI 1 ,1784 -2 RI/FRI = 6.79 
RS 1 ,5194 
-3 RS/FRS '1 
IS 1 ,7862 
-J ( IS +FRIS) / ( FIS-tRIS) 1 
TFR 2 .1921 -2 TFR/Res = 1.46 • 
TFI 2 .2568 -2 TFI/'rFRI = 2.21 
TFS 2 .1557 -2 TFS/TFRS 1 
TRI 1 ,7091 -4 TRI/TFRI 1 
TRS 1 .3060 -2 TRS/TFRS = 1.17 
TIS 1 .1846 
-3 (TIS +Res)/ ( TFIS +~RI S) = 1.11 
FRI 2: .2622 
-3 FRI/Res 1 
FRS 2- .1170 -2 FRS/Res 1 
FIS 2 .7250 
-3 FIS/FRIS = 1.32 
RIS ·1 .1239 -2 RIS/FRIS = 2.26 
TFRI . 2 .1161 -2 POOLED RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE 
TFRS 2 ,2601 
-2 DOF JVIANTISSA EXP • 
'TFIS 2 .1187 -2 11 • 1316 -2 
TRIS 1 .1088 
-4 
FRIS 2 .5485 
-3 





TABLE A15. ANOVA:IAMBDA--TERJ1INATION BY CLOCK TIME 
MEAI~ SQUARES J1EAI~ SQUARES EFFECT DOF MANTISSA EXP, RA.TIO 
T 1 .4137 
-J ( T+TFR) / ( TF+TR 1 F 1 .2029 
-2 F/FR = 1.79 R 1 .1322 
-3 R/FR 1 I 1 • 8093 
-3 ( I +FRI)/ ( FI +RI) 1 s 1 .1118 
-J ( S +F RS ) / ( F S +RS ) = ·3. 69 TF 2 ,1188 
-2 TF/TFR = 1.04 TR 1 .1439 -2 TR/TFR = 1.26 TI 1 .6173 
-3 { TI +TFRI) / ( TFI +TRI) 1 TS 1 ,9144 
-.5 ( TS +TFRS) / ( TFS +TRS) 1 FR 2 .1134 
-2 FR/Res 1 FI 2 .2107 
-2 FI/FRI = J.05 FS 2 ,5913 
-3 FS/FRS 1 RI 1 .8421 
-3 RI/FRI = 1.21 RS 1 ,3093 
-4 RS/FRS 1 IS 1 .2673 
-3 ( IS +FRI S ) / ( FIS +RI S) = 2 ,J9 TFR 2 .1148 
-2 TFR/Res 1 TFI 2 ,5868 
-3 TFI/TFRI 1 TFS .2 
.8J98 
-3 TFS/TFRS 1 TRI l .2349 -2 TRI/TFRI = 2,66 TRS l .3946 
-J TRS/TFRS 1 TIS 1 ,5797 
-3 ( TIS-rRes) / ( TFIS +TRIS) 1 FRI 2 ,6923 
-3 FRI/Res 1 FRS 2 ,2180 
-2 FRS/Res = 1.65 FIS 2 .4478 
-J FIS/FRIS 1 HIS 1 .1808 
-2 RIS/FRIS 1 FRIS 2 
.5112 
-2 FRIS/Res = J. 88 
TFRI 2 ,8850 
-3 POOLED RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE TFRS 2 ,1117 
-2 DOF MANTISSA EX.P, TFIS 2 .2243 
-2 9 .1320 
-2 TRIS 1 ,1083 









TABLE Al6. ANOVA I IAMBDA--TEID1IIiJATI ON BY COiNERGEi'JCE 
MEAI1J SQUAI1ES MEA.I1 SQUARES EFFECT DOF J\1A rrr r s s1~ ·sxp j • RATIO 
T 1 ,4315 
-4 ( T+TFR) / ( rrF+TR) 1 F 1 , 10 LJ, 7 ...;J 1~/FR =111.5* R 1 ,26J8 
-2 R/FR :::2815 ** I 1 .121l~ 
-2 ( I +FRI ) / ( FI +RI ) 1 s 1 ,5439 
-4 ( S +FRS) / ( FS +RS) = 1.24 TF 1 ,6087 
-3 TF/TFR = 4.06 TR 1 ,3158 
-3 TR/'rFR = 2.10 TI 1 ,1493 
-2 ( TI +TFRI ) / ( TFI +TRI) == 2.40 TS 1 ,6042 
-2 ( TS +TFRS) / ( TFS +TRS) ::12.90 FR 1 ,9384 
-6 FR/Res 1 FI 1 • 8270 
-3 FI/FRI =332.1** FS 1 ,2046 
-J FS/FRS 1 RI 1 .2547 
-2 RI/FRI =1.025 ** RS 1 .5973 -4 RS/FRS 1 IS 1 
.4139 
-3 ( IS +FRIS) / ( FIS +RIS) l '-TFR l 
.1502 
-3 TFR/Res 1 TFI 1 .4821 
-3 TFI/TFRI = 1,82 TFS .1 
.2348 . -3 TFS/TFRS 1 TRI l .2516 
-3 TRI/TFRI 1 TRS 1 • 27 51+ 
-3 TRS/TFRS 1 TIS 1 ,3293 
-2 ( TIS +Res)/ ( FRIS+TRIS) = 1,71 FRI 1 .2486 
-5 FRI/Res 1 FRS 1 
.27.54 
-3 FRS/Res 1 FIS 1 ,3985 
-3 FIS/FRIS = J.24 RIS l ,2042 
-2 RIS/FRIS :::16. 6 TRIS 1 ,1827 
-2 TRIS/Res = 6 .22* 
TFRI • . , 1 .2652 
-3 POOLED RESIDUAL }!EAN SQUARE TFRS 1 
.5098 
-3 DOF MANTISSA EXP. TFIS 1 
.2773 
-3 5 .2934 
-3 FRIS 1~ 
.1231 -






TABLE Al7. ANOVA:T1U--TERJ•IINATI0N BY ARRIVAL COUNT 






























































































































( T+TFR) / ( TF+TR) 
F /FI.1 
R/QD 1. ~ J.. 
( I +FRI)/ ( FI +RI ) ( S +FRS) / ( 1~s +RS) 
,,.,~/T~~1, 
..L l' l' ~l. 
TR,l;TFR 






















































TABLE Al8, ANOVAaMU TERMINATION BY CLOCK TIME 
MEAN SQUARES 
































































































































{ T+TFR) / ( TF+TR) 
F/FR 
R/FR 
( I +FRI ) / ( FI +RI ) 
{ S +FRS) / ( FS +RS) 
TF/TFR 
TR/TFR (TI+TFRI)/(FRI+TRI) 










































=10. 6 *** 
POOLED RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE 
DOF MANTISSA EXP. 
9 .J288 -3 
' ' 
.,,. t,.it;.t'f.' 




TABLE Al9, ... ANOVA:MU TERMINATION BY CONVERGENCE 
a 
MEAN SQUARES " MEAN SQUARES EFFECT DOF MANTI SSA EXP. RATIO 
T 1 
.1280 0 (T+TFR)/(TF+TR) :: loOJ •• F 1 
.J478 
-1 F/FR 1 R 1 
.6133 
-1 R/FR :: 1.32 I 1 
.4936 
-7 { I +FRI ) / ( FI +RI) 1 s 1 • 9044 
-3 { S +F RS ) / ( F S +RS ) 
= 154* TF 1 
.J857 
-1 TF/TFR ::: 1.21 TR 1 • 6692 
-1 TR/TFR 
= 2 .09 TI, 1 
.6758 
-3 ( TI +TFRI) / ( TFI +TRI) 
== 2. 59 TS 1 • 5699 
-J ( TS +TFRS) / ( TFS +TRS) 
== 2. 76 FR 1 
.4655 
-1 FR/Res 
== 475*** FI 1 • 8697 
-J FI/FRI 
= .3. 04 FS \,, 1 
,5089 
-5 FS/FRS 1 RI ; 1 
.J20J 
-J RI/FBI = 1.12 RS 1 ,9602 
-6 RS/FRS 1 IS 1 
.1155 
-4 ( IS +FRI S) / ( FIS +RIS) 1 ~- TFR 1 
.Jl9J 
-1 TFR/Res 
= J26*** TFI 1 ,5935 
-4 
·rFI/TFRI 1 TFS 1 
.1909 
-J TFS/TFRS 1 TRI 1 ,2518 
-J TRI/TFRI 
= 1. 9J TRS 1 
.6130 
-J TRS/TFRS 1 TIS 1 
.1165 
-2 ( TIS +Res)/ ( TFIS +TRIS) 
= 1.16 FRI 1 
.2858 
-J FRI/Res = 2. 91 FRS 1 ,2922 
-4 FRS/Res 1 FIS 1 
.2639 
-J FIS/PRIS 1 RIS l 
.406J 
-2 RIS/FRIS ~ 9.60 TFRS 1. 
.1652 
-2 TFRS/Res :::16. 9* \ TFIS 1 
.1063 

















MEAI'J SQ1JARES MEAr~ SQ1JARES EFFECT DOF }1A I\Trr IS SA EY. P , RArrro 
f"f1 1 • 541-t9 1 ( T + T FR ) / ( '11 P -f-T R ) = 1. 05 ..L F 2 • 2693 1 F/PI1 = 1.J4 R 1 .4103 1 R/Ff1 = 1. 94 I 1 .1177 0 ( I +FRI)/ ( FI +RI) = 1. 08 s 1 ,J.589 -4 ( S +FRS) / ( FS +RS) 1 TF· 2 .2638 1 TF/TFFi == 1.28 TR 1 .4153 1 TR/TFR = 2. 02 TI 1 .6509 -1 (TI+TFRI)/(TFI+TRI) 1 TS 1 .6374 
-3 ( TS +TFRS) / ( 'rFS +TRS) = 6. 80 FR 2 .2118 1 FR/Res = 934*** FI 2 ,7223 -1 FI/FRI = 1. 44 FS 2 
.5077 -2 FS/FRS 1 RI 1 • 82,70 
-1 r RI/FRI = 1.65 RS 1 • 5080 
-3 RS/FRS 1 IS 1 .1721 
-2 ( IS +FRIS) / ( FIS +RI S) = 2 .49 TFR 2 .2056 1 TFR/Res = 905*** TFI 2 .1085 0 TFI/rr1FRI = 1. J8 I> , TFS 2 .J046 
-3 TFS/TFRS 1 TRI 1 .60J6 -1 . TRI/TFRI 1 
· TRS 1 • 2604 
-J TRS/TFRS l TIS 1 .4543 
-3 ( TIS +Res)/ ( TFIS +TRIS) 1 FRI 2 .5004 -1 ~ FRI/Res :::22 .1 *** FRS 2 .7298 
-2 FRS/Res = J.22* FIS 2 
.7530 
-J FIS/FRIS 1 HIS 1 .J82J 
-J RIS/FRIS 1 TFRI 2 
.7847 -1 TFRI/Res =34, 6*** 
" ' 
TFRS 2 .3210 
-2 POOLED RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE TFI S 'It ·2 .J642 
-2 DOF JVIANTISSA E:XP. TRIS 1 .2122 
-J 9 • 2·270 
-2 FRIS 2 .1100 









TABLE A21. ANOVA: RHO--TERMINATION BY CLOCK TIME 





R 1 ,4259 1 
I 1 .1028 0 
s 1 
.9760 
-5 TF 2 
.2702 1 
TR 1 .4293 1 
TI l .6032 
-1 TS 1 .2305 -2 FR 2 ,2041 1 FI 2 ,5172 
-1 FS 2 ,7736 
-2 RI 1 ,9830 -1 
RS l .4008 
-5 IS l .4060 
-3 TFR 2 
.2017 1 TFI 2 ,8829 
-1 TFS 2 .4915 
-3 TRI 1 ,3094 
-1 TRS 1 .9J68 
-J TIS 1 .5630 
-4 FRI 2 .4902 
-1 FRS 2 
.5505 -2 FIS 2 
.9788 
-3 RIS 1 .3038 
-2 TFRI .2 
.7018 
-1 TFRS 2 
.2950 
-2 TRIS 1 .2426 
-2 PRIS 2 .4874 
-2 





( T+TFR) / ( TF+TR) = 1.04 
F/FR = 1.39 R/FR = 2 .09 ( I +FRI)/ ( FI +RI) = 1. 01 ( S +FRS) / ( FS +RS) 1 
TF/TFR = 1.JJ TR/TFR = 2 .13 ( TI +TFRI) / ( TFI +TRI) = 1.10 (TS+TFRS)/(TFS+TRS) = J. 68 FR/Res =1775*** FI/FRI = 1.06 FS/FRS = 1.40 RI/FRI = 2 .01 RS/FRS 1 (IS +FRI S) / (FIS +RI S) == 1. J2 TFR/Res =1750*** TFI/TFRI = 1.26 
TFS/TFRS 1 
TRI/TFRI 1 
TRS/TFRS 1 (TIS+Res)/(TFIS+TRIS) 1 FRI/Res =42.7*** FRS/Res ::4,80* FIS/FRIS 1 
RIS/FRIS 1 TFRI/Res =60. 9*** TFRS/Res = 2.56 TRIS/Res = 2.11 FRIS/Res = 4.23 













TABLE A22. ANOVA: RHO--TERMINATION BY CONVERGENCE 
MEA}J SQUARES MFAtJ SQUARES EFFECT DOF MANTISSA EJ{P. RATIO 
T 1 .2392 0 ( T +TFR) / ( TF +TR) = 1.38 F 1 .9324 -1 F/FR 1 R 1 
.1179 0 R/FR 1 I 1 .1429 
-2 ( I +FRI ) / ( FI +RI) 1 s 1 .6065 
-3 ( S +FRS) / { FS +RS) 1 TF 1 • 9028 -1 TF/TFR = 1.04 TR 1 .1453 0 TR/TFR = 1,68 TI 1 
.JJ04 
-3 ( TI +TFRI) / ( TFI +TRI) 1 TS 1 .2425 
-2 ( TS +TFRS) / ( TFS +TRS) == 3,92 FR 1 .1182 0 FR/Res 
== 395*** FI 1 • 5172 
-2 FI/FRI = 5,88 FS 1 .2222 
-3 FS/FRS = 1,08 RI 1 
.3191 -2 r RI/FRI = J,62 RS 1 
.9588 
-4 RS/FRS 1 IS 1 .3671 
-3 ( I_S +FRI S) / ( FIS ;-RI S) 1 TFR 1 • 8637 
-1 TFR/Res == 288*** TFI 1 .1671 
-2 TFI/TFRI =36.1 TFS 1 • 3865 
-4 TFS/TFRS 1 TRI 1 ,7221 
-4 TRI/TFRI = 1.56 TRS 1 .1617 
-2 TRS/TFRS 1 TIS 1 ,7303 
-2 ( TIS-f-Res) / ( TFIS +TRIS) = J.82 "FRI 1 • 8806 
-3 FijI/Res = 2,94 FRS I .2049 
-3 FRS/Res 1 FIS l .. .1604 
-2 FIS/PRIS = 2.94 RIS 1 ,1335 -1 RIS/FRIS = 2,45 TFRS I ,4066 
-2 TFRS/Res =13,5** TRIS l .1716 
-2 TRIS/Res = 5,72* 
TFRI l .4624 
-4 POOLED RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE TFIS l ,2717 
-3 DOF MANTISSA fil{ p. PRIS 1 ,5464 
-3 4 
.2996 
-3 TFRIS l ,3351 
-3 
.f '"," 
•.• ... ir~· 
f ,' 




. TABLE A2J, ANOVA1EQL--TERMINATION BY ARRIVAL COUNT 
































































































































( T+TFR) /( TF+TR) 
F/FR 
R/FR 
( I +FRI)/ ( FI +RI) 
( S +FRS) / ( FS +RS) -
TF/TFR 
TR/TFR 









































POOLED RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARES 
DOF MANTI SSA EX.P. 11 -.1688 1 
77. 
1 
TABLE A24, ANOVA1EQL--TERMINATION BY CLOCK TIME 
MEAN SQUARES MEAN SQUARES EFFECT DOF MANTI SSA EX.P. RATIO 
T 1 .1020 1 ( T+TFR) / ( TF+TR) = 1.10 F 2 ,3828 1 F/FR = 1.61 R 1 
.J558 1 R/FR = 1.50 I 1 
.5139 1 ( I +FRI ) / ( FI +RI ) = 1.07 s 1 .6194 1 ( S +FRS) / ( FS +RS) == 2.45 TF· 2 .2243 1 TF/TFR 1 TR 1 .9072 0 TR/TFR 1 r TI 1 .8222 0 ( TI +TFRI) / ( TFI +TRI ) = 1.23 TS 1 .1075 1 (TS+TFRS)/(~FS+TRS) = 1.01 FR 2 
.2368 I FR/Res = 1. 78 FI 2 .2724 1 FI/FRI = 1. 74 FS 2 .8920 0 FS/FRS 1 RI 1 ,3498 1 RI/FRI = 2.24 RS 1 
.2172 l 
-· 
J.S/FRS = 1.65 I.S I 
.1+955 l ( IS+FRIS) / ( FIS +RIS) = 2.40 TFR 2 .2460 ·1. TFR/Res = 1.84 TFI 2 .1246' 
·1 TFI/TFRI = 1.11 TFS 2 
.1859 1 TFS/TFRS = 1.JJ TRI 1 
.JJOl 0 TRI/TFRI 1 TRS 1 .6027 0 TRS/TFRS 1 TIS l .1627 1 (TIS +Res)/ ( TFI S +TRIS) = 1.17 FRI 2 
.1565 1 FRI/Res = 1.17 FRS 2: ,1318 1 FRS/Res 1 FIS 2 ,7860 0 FIS/PRIS 1 RIS l. 
.1939 1 RIS/FRIS = 1.23 
TFRI 2= 
.1125 1· POOLED RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARES TFRS 2 • 1398 l . 
. L DOP MANTISSA EX.P • TFIS 2 • 13 JJ.f;, 1 11 .lJ.31 1 TRIS 1 .1201 1 FRIS 2 ,1580 1 TFRIS 2 ,1283 1 
TABLE A25. ANOVAa EQL--TERMINATION BY CONVERGENCE 




















































































1 • 217 5 
1 .4052 
1 · • 5265 


































( T+TFR) /( TF+TR) 
F/FR 
R/FR ( I +FRI ) / ( FI +RI ) ( S+FRS) /( FS+RS) 
TF/TFR 


















= 1. 82 






== 2, 99 





::: 2. Jl 
= 1.26 








POOLED RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE DOF MANTISSA EXP. 
79. 
TABL£ A26: TIME TO CONVERGE AND R.A.NK ORDERS 
•• 
RUI·,J rrl l\'r:;· ~ ~ _,t_} r T·1 I r,r r 7 TI:;, S ) ' 
- 'I u 
..J~ .. RANY ORDER F R ·1 s Ir 'TI 'i 'fl FTI ,fTI .. --
I 
Je} Li- • 2 8 15.5 El 
I 
I El ! .'l 
' 
" 
? E4 7o9 J.7 28 12. C:: ve- ,,.,.. 
! 
E4 I~l .. 13.1 2.4 32 5 
' 
0.1 ;,14 4.8 2.2 18.S • 1 J. ..J ' 
' El El lo? 3a5 2 10 
Q CJ ;~Ji 7o0 lo2 26 1 .v 
E4 Sl 12o0 408 31 18.S 
... 
E4 J.7 2o7 12.5 6 -
El 5.8 2o9 4· ~ 7 El 2 -q.,, ··- -· - ... 
0.2 ELL 3.7 3o7 1205' 12.s -- - ., .. 
El 10.5 7o7 30 27 E4 
0~5 fi; 1, ..,.. 5.1 801 20.; 29 
El I 2.3 S.7 4 2~ El ... - .. . - -
., 






El ,.I 4o4 5.1 17 20 .• 5 i::1 E4 •:,: .... "" ,. . . ·, - .. -i 
!~4 5.4 4.2 22 1 c:' c,' 
,I • .,,, . . 
.. 
. I . ,1 
- .J El 
0,2 ,~, I . '·+ ' 
;,:1 E4 
2.5 ,., i, J r 
N.P. ~1 ! El . . . - ... 
o.8 E4 
-
E4 El f, 

































































































TABLE .\28 • 
TITLE: .. RATIO: SIMUL/\TI'.f) 1~LOCK rrr~/ COMPUTER RUN TIME 
F R I s 
El 1cc:o 15,700 . -! El - .. 
E4 ' () ?60 7450 ' .. • 0.20 
El ' 6800 5420 ' E4 
I E4 ! LL 110 3460 ' . _.., 0.10 
El 2230 1:3,300 El 
E4 o.ao 6680 3670 
El ki 7000 6760 ii_ E4 1 .• 'i. -·, 
' E4 !. 3190 3630 ~ I 
Ell 2930 3100 El 
E4 1510 1620 0.20 
El I 2040 2050 ·- E4 
E4 1250 1380 0.$0 
El 1480 3760 El 
E4 1620 1970 
~ 0.80 
El 1550 1760 E4 
. E4 122() 1000 -
El 
El 




' E4 2.50 
-~I El 1r·1 . N.P. I• I 
_l'r El I 1, 
~ E4 I' 'i,. ! -, b o.ao i: 
r'~· 



















































































































































































TABLE AJO. MEAN SQUAR.E PA'rros - PtJRE PARAMETRIC MODEL 
TERI'1IJJATI0l'J .BY CLOCK 'TIME 
EFFECT EQL LAJv:BDA MU RHO 
T 1 1 2000 *** 4610 *** 
F 1 1.52 592 *** 2480 *** 
R 2. 87 1 1091 *** 3690 **~-
I J.87 * 1 J.15 89.5 *** 
s 4.66 * 1 2.78 1 
TF 1.58 1 515 *** 2350 *** 
TR 1 1.09 1184 *** 3740 *** 
TI 1 1 1.11 52. L~ *** 
TS 1 1 1 1 
FR 1 1 1.81 *** 1775 *** FI 1 1 1. Jl+ 45.0 *** 
FS 1 l: 26.8 *** 6.72* 
" RI 2.63 l 1 85.lf *** 
RS 1.63 J~ 1 1 
IS 3.72 * .1 J.22 1 TFR 1.84 'l 145 *** 1750 *** 
TFI 1 .1 19.5 *** 76.7 *** TFS 1.40 1 1 1 
TRI 1 1 ti .:7-7: 2.06 26.9 *·~* 
TRS l, ·1 6.82** 1 
TIS :·1 .•. 2>2. 1 1 1 
FRI ·1.1·7: l 9.10*** 42.7 *** . . •. 
1: .·6:5.- 4.80 FRS .l. 3,79* 
FIS i ·1 l.6J 1 





60.9 ***' TFRS 
- -









J.88 * .. 4.23 
... 
84, 
TABLE AJl. MEAN SQ1JARES RATIOS - PTJRE PARA}11~T11IC MCLEL 
EFFECT EQL IAI'~TJ,DA ~1LT Rl-IO 
T 52.7 *** 1 1315 *** 797 *** F 1,77 1 355 *** 311 *** J . . ' R 29.J *** 9.02 ** 626 **~· 394 *** I 57.8 **~- 4.1~ * 1 4 '7h* ..; . . -s 38,9 *** 1 9. 22* 2.03 TF 1 2.07 394 *** 301 *** TR 22.5 *** 1.08 683 *** 486 *** TI 4J.J *** 5.09 * 6.90* 1.10 I TS 26.7 *** 20.6 *** 5.82* 8.08** FR 1.08 1 475 *** 395 *** FI 2.51 2.8J 8.88* 17.2 ** FS 2.55 1 1 1 
RI 29,6 *** 8.70 ** J.27 10.6 ** RS 14.5 ** 1 1 1 
IS 32,3 *** 1.41 1 1.22 
TFR 1 1 326 *** 288 *** TFI 1.15 1.64 1 5,57* TFS 1.16 1 :1. 95 1 
TRI 22.8 *")'1-* 1 2.57 1 
TRS 11.7 ** l 6.25* 5,38* TIS 23,5 *** 11. :2: ** 11,9 ** 21.9 *** FRI 1 ·1. 2.91 2,94 
FRS 1.14 I 1 1 
FIS 2.40 · ·1 17 2.69 5. 35* . ,. 1 .... ' RIS 11.4 ** 6.:9.5 '** 41.4 *** 44.4 *** TFRI 
- - - -TFRS 
-
~: 16.9 ** 11.5 ** TFIS 
-
·--· 







I APPENDI1 Bt THE SIMULATION T10DELS 
This section presents the rnodified simulation models 
·which were used for the experiment discussed in this paper, 
As has been stated earlier in this paper, the primary 
mbdification to the Fixed Time Increment (FTI) model was 
in the method of generating integer-valued service times 
and inter-arrival times. The more common technique in the 
past has been to fill out each individual real-valued 
service or inter-arrival time to the next larger integer, 
This results in an expected error of~ time unit per 
generation. The modification employed in this model uses 
this filling-out technique only after having used the slack 
of such prior approximations. For example, if the first 
arrival has an inter-arrival time of 2.39 (atter time zero), 
this would be integerized to J. However, the second 
arrival would have J.00 - 2,39 = 0,61 slack units available 
to it. If the second inter-arrival time is 1,45, this is 
not integerized to 2 immediately, but rather first avails 
itself of the available slacl{. Thus, l,45 - 0,61 = 0,84 
becomes the modified inter-arrival time and this is integerized to 1, not 2, 
, 
Both simulation models use the same 4 input variables: 
EAT (the expected inter-arrival time), EST (the expected 
service time), K (the order of the Erlang pr'ocess for service), 
and L (the· order of the Erlang· process for arrivals). 
.:;· 
86. 
Table Bl specifies the additional program variables for 
the F'l'I model and FIGUltE Bl contatns the progi·am logic. 
The model operates as follows during any interval, say the 
Nth: 
1) If any arriyals occured at the end of the N-lth interval, they are added to the queue and the arrival count in block 10. 
2) The facility is tested in block 15; if occupied, the queue is tested in block 40; if there is no queue, one is added to the service-occupied-queue~empty registe1~ i11 block 45; if there is a qu~euc O I(U time uni ts are added to total waiting time in block 500 If the facility is empty in block 15 0 the queue is tested in block 20; if empty, the idle time is increased by one unit and t11e total se1~ice tirne slack is reduced to zero. If the (J_ueue is not empty, an i tern e11ters service at block JO; the queue is decremented and a service time 1 s generated • 
.3) The nevr service time is tested. If it is positive, the program adva11ces to block 40; if the ne11 ser-vi ce time is zero, t!1is indicates that the service could 11a·ve been accornplisr1e;l T·ri thi11 tl1e sla.el{ tirne of the pr~ior integer-izationo However, this is only possible if the current item i-vas 't6Taiting at the timee Thusp I{lFt!A.S~ has t 1ee11 maintainede If this is positive, adjustments are made just 9,s if a.nother ser-vice had t,ee11 s.ccomplished dur·ing the last period; the program cycles to D, If KUWAS was zero (no que11e du1,1)i11g the last period), the service slack is lost and the program cycles to c. 
~ 4) The program arrives at block 60. JvIA]AV is used to save the current value of MAJKU, just as KUW"AS is used to save KU. The clock is updated one unit. 
5) The new time on KLOCK is tested against the arrival alarm after point E. If KLOCK JSUJVIA.T, no arrival is due and the prograrn cycles to B. If KLOCK=eJSUJVf...AT, an arrival is scheduled and the program advan.ces to block 65. 
'~ ' 




TABLE Bl1 PROGRAM VARIABLES - FIJ<ED TIME INCREMENT 






















DESC l1I PTI ON 
an integer-valued random variable for inter-arrival time 
an arrival alarm representing the clock time of the most irnmenent 
arrival 
the time on the simulated timepiece 
a.n integer-valued ra11dom variable for the service time of the i tern in service 
the total number of arrivals to the present time 
the current state of the W?iting liner the number of items awaiting service 
' the number of new arrivals in an up-dating interval 
the maximum queue length realized 
~uring the simulation 
the queue length during the past increment 
the total cumulative waiting time 
the total cumulative facility idle time 
~ the total time that the facility has been occupied with no items waiting 
a subroutine for generatin.g a continuous Erlang variate of order I with mean X 
variables for con:fliining the continuous inter-arrival times to integers 







FIGURE Bl: FTI MODEL 
STAIBT 




C ~ __,. 











KU) 0 -TEST KU _K_U_~=......:O==« TEST KU 
KU~ C 










,__ __ ~,-· --~JST>O 
TEST JST 
32 ,-.• JST ~ 0 
KU~iAS=KU\.1i\S-l 
MAXKU=MAX(MAXAV,KUWAS) JTWT=JTWT-1 ( 
, . 
,--.----... , KUWAS ~ 0 
TEST KUW4i\S J~ 







M~iiXKU= MAX ( T'-1itXi\. V , KU ) 
. . 
' l • 
KU> 0 














KLOCK=I\IJOCK + 1 
TEST KLOCK: JSUMAT 
KLOCK~ JSUMA'~ 
. , , 65 
JST > 0 I 












JAT~O Jf ) 
'--------~~~ TEST JAT 
. 





















7) Block 80 is used to generate any additional arrivals which may occllr in the ctirrent interval. J1ultip1e arr:1. 1rctlr~ occtir· if ~Jf.__'t =: 0 ind.i cD. ting tha. t an fi.rri val occu.:r·e:c1 11i tlil 11 the slo.ct: p:rod.:.:iced by o. prior integeriza-tl on c This nrocess is r6neated until an arrival time ~ ~ occ1J.rs 1·rh.i ch. advances the arrival alarrn. The program cycles to r\. 
The inter-arrival times and service times are indicated 
by rnacro instr11ctions GET JAT and GET JST l'Thich are shown 
in FIGURE B2 • 
If the facility has been occupied during an increment, I ' 
it is assumed to be occupied for the full increment. If an 
item is in queue during an increment and does not enter 
servi~e, waiting time is charged for that item. Arrival 
0 
times are generated on a contin1ious time f1rame and filled 
out to the next higher integer point in time. The first 
arrival to u~e any part of an increment is charged with the 
I 
I entire increments all others which fit inio the same incre-
ment (by using the slack of previous arrivals) are assigned 
arrival times of zero. 
Service times are dete mined in the same mannte provid~d 
a continuous service sit tion exists; that is, as long ~s 
there are ·i terns waiting to be serviced, the sla·ck form one 
service may be used b the next. However, if the facility r \ • . 
c~~i.s able to deplete the queue, the slack on the last i tern is 
lost arid its service time is- extended to the end of the 
inc reme11 t" 
The program variables f'or the modified Variable Time 
· Increment {VTI) model are listed in Table B2 and the program 
logic appears in FIGURE BJ. The operation of this model is 
• 
91. 




S=ERI:f\~G (EST, K) 
S lJ'}1S =S UJvTS+S 
ZS=S-SLACI\S 
ZS' 0 ZS> 0 












































DESCRI P'l1I OI\J 
a real-valued random variable for 1nter-
arri val tirne 
an arrival alarm representing the clock 
tirne of the most immenent arrival 
a real-valued random variable for the 
service tirne of the i tern in service 
a service alarm representing the clock 
time of the next service completion 
the time on the simulated timepiece 
the total cumulative facility idle· 
time 
the total cu~ulative waiting time 
the cumulative time that a non-zero 
queue was present 
integer- and real-valued variables for 
the queue length 
the maxim.urn queue length realized during 
the sirnula ti on 
r 










INITIALIZE AND RE1\I; IN P1\R.t\METE~S 
A----------------------------~~·''" 10 V' 
AT=ERI.J.\NG ( Eft T, L) 
S U}1A T=SUfV\'\ T+ AT 
NA. =iJ A+ 1; KU )\U + 1 
B ----------~=="""""=~~,. 20 
S T=ERL/11,rc (}~ST, K) 
S Ul\·1S 'I1=S Uf<~S T+S T 
KU=KU-1 
C -----------·· ---=::m 30 
1/ 
SUMST~ SUMAT 
!1AXKU=r1AX ( ivL\XKU, KU) 
t UD 
, TEST SUiv1ST: SUTvTJ\T) 
YU' 0 ~ t 45 KU > 0 
'TEST KU~ 
. , 50 
Cl,OCK=SUM.4.T 
TDT=TDT+ 
SUMP~ T-S UMS T 
S UfvIS T=S UM.AT 







SUMST > SUMAT 
~ ,, 6CS KU- O:~__._ ............ 
,TEST KU) 




Q ( SUM.L\ T-CLOCK) 
TWQ=T1rJQ+ 
(SUMAT-CLOCK) 




A T=ERLP.NG ( E.~ T, L) 
SUMA T=SUTvTAT+AT 





1) An arrival occurs and Ku and Na are incremented. An inter-arri ~val ti[ne is generated and the arrival alarm ... is set in block 10. ~ 
\ 2) In ·block 20 an i tern ente~s service, the queue is decremented, 8, service tirne is generated and the service completion alarm is set. 
J) In block JO, the maximum queue length is updated. 
4) Block 40 deterrnines the next event by checking which alarm is smallero If an ar·riva.1 is to occur, the simulation branches to block 65; othert·1ise, bloclr 45. 5) If a service is completed and the queue is empty, idle time is added in block 50. The clock and service alarm are advanced to equal the arri 1ral alarrn, and the program cycles to A for a·new arrival. 
6) If a service is cornpleted and the queue is not empty, waiting time is added to block 60. The clock is advanced to the service alarm and the program cycles to B to get another i tern in service. 
7) If a new arrival is to occur before the current service is completed, and the queue is not empty, waiting time is added to block 70. If the queue is e~pty, the program advances without adding ~rai ting time. 
_·_8·) In block 80, the clock is advanced to equal the arrival alarm and a new arrival is generated. The program cycles to C to avoid entering an item in service. 
In this and the prev1ous discussion, only the cycling 
for the models has be~n presented. It is necessary to include the termination method of one's choice in order to properly operate these models. 
The final figures are the program listings for the 






JAN 95. 1967 FTI MODEL 
C 










- - .. - -· 
KLOCK= ,,,1 
JSUMAT ~ 0 
NEW= 0 
NA~ 0 
KU ;; 0 
HAXKU = 0 
JTDT = 0 
JTWT :;; 0 
JSOQE : •1 
-- -- - -- -- - JS T :: 1 
ES~ 0.0 
SUMA;: 0.0 
SL•CKA = 0,0 
ITIMAX ; ""1 
IHAXNA :; .. 1 
ISTOP. = O 
READ 9000, ~,K,SAT,EST 9000 FORMAT t2I2,2P1~,0J READ 90010 ~AXN4,tMAX 9001 FORMAT (I6ol5l 
READ 9002e ISTA~T 
-- --9 0 0 2 FORMAT t I 6 l 
PRINT 9900 
9900 FORMAT[109H1 
1 E . L 
100 
C THE MAIN PROGRAM 
--- --· 
• 
10 KU ij KU <> NEW 
NA~ NA,¢. NEW 
NEW ::"O 
1;.rl.MAXNAJ 13,11,15 13 IrCNA 0 MAXNAJ 15i14,14 14 I GO : 1 
IMAXNA ; 1 
GO TO 500 
IF'CJSTJ 20,20,4Q 
IF'{~UJ 2.5,25,30 JTDf Q JTOT • 1 
GO ro 6 o 
30 KU ~KU• 1 
( 
. 
-~--- -- -~~ .. CA lb ERbANG t es·r ct<' s, 
. SUMS ; SUMS • S 
ZS~ S O SLACKS 
IF[ZS) 32P32,36 . 
. i: J 
--· -- - "- - 3 2 SL A C K S :; • Z S . . 
NA 
&M 
:· JST a 0 
---------------KUW-AS a .. KUWAS • 1 
: ( ) i.3 M A X K U : MA X O t M A (·5 A \I , I< U WA S J l ··- . --- ----- --·- .. - J T W T g , J.. T W T ~ 1 I 
°") 
s IF(KUWASl 34,J4i30 f \ 
--------·--··--· 34·· SUMS ~ i .. ~ t. .f 
.:., ·-., ~ SLACKS; D,O 
--·---- -- - GO TO 2 0. . 
• 
l (~) 3 36 I SUMS = SUMS • Q, 99999999 





























C SLACKS• iS • S~MS JST =ZS+ 0,99~99999 
J 40 IF"CKUl 45,45,50 
---· . 45 JSOQE :: JSOQE + 1 
r 50 JTWT = JTWT + K~ 55 JST = JST ,a:, 1 60 MAXSAV = MAXKU MAXKU = MAXOtMA~SiV,KUJ KUWAS = ~<U 
-- -· -. -- . K L O C K ;;; K L O C K 4- 1 
IrtKLOCK~JSJMATI 62,6,,6, 
-··- 62 IrrlTIMAXl 63,1i,15 63 IV[KLOCK~!MAX] t,,6~,6~ 64 IGO= 2 
ISAC~(= 2 
ITIMAX ; 1 
GO TO 500 65 IFtJSTl 70,70,8Q 70 IF[KUJ 75,75,80 75 SUMS= ES 
SLACKS; OaO 
--- - --e O NEW = N ~ W + 1 
CALb ERbANGtEATiL,AJ SUMA:: SUMA• A ZA;. A a SLACKA 
IF[ZAJ 65,85,90 
85 SLACKA:; ~zA 
JAT;: 0 
GO TO BQ 
90 ISUMA: SUMA+ 9,99999999 EA; !SUMA 
SLACKA ~ eA • S~MA JAT ~ ZA ~ Oo99~99999 
-· -- -- -. -- JS UM A T ~ JS UM A T o J A T IftiTIMAX~ 93,iQ,10 93 Ir[KLOCK•IMAXJ t0~94,9• 94 IGO = 2 
IBACK = 1 
ITIMAX 1 1 




Go ro soo . C SECTION TO ~ALC~LATi AND PRINT TME S!MUL1TrCN STAT1s,1cs 
( ) 
500 ARIVLS:. NA 
Q = KU 
CLOCK= KLOCK 
TWT:: JTWT ~ - -- -- - .. ---· . T D T · ~ J T b T 
TWQ ~ K~OCK • JlDT, JSOQE EWT g TWilARtVLS EQL ~ TWTICL.OCK 
RHO f; ES/CLOCK EL; ARIVLSICLOGK 
----------·-· ······---·· ·· EM ~ · (AR I VL S ~ Q J /ES 
.t> 
!) . ELNQ; rwT/TWQ 
- ,.. ···- .. -- PR I NT 9901 o X GO i NA, MAX KU, E WT, E Q L, RHO~ EL, EM, EL N Q, CLOCK 9901 FORMAT l1M0,3J6i6f13,~,f13.0J {li ---- - ---· I STOP ~ I ST OP $ I GO ·•.j. ,., 
- .. GO f.O ci5a520,5,0J, !STOP 
----·--·-·-s-2- O GO TO C i O • 1 5 J , 1" 9 A C K () 550 CAL~ EXIT -~ 



















JAN 97. 1,1, 
. VTI MODEL 
.. 
~-- C 
i· C SET STARTIN~ CONDITIONS AND READ IN PARA~ETERS •• THIS JS BONE ONLY ONCE COMMON ISTA~T 
( } 
' . ' 







SUMST r: 0,0 
SUMAT:: 0,0 
TDT:: 0,0 





IHAXNA 1 •1 
ITIMAX #: •1 
ISTOP = 0 READ 9000, ~.~,SAT,EIT 9000 FORMAT t2I2,2r1i,OJ READ 90010 MAXN~,Tl~AX 
---- -9001 FORMAT[ !3or10,01 PRINT 9900 





READ 9002,· ISTA~T 
FORMAT t l 6 J 
MAIN PROGRAM 
CAL~ ER~ANG[SATiL~ATJ SUMAT: Sl)MAT•Al 
NA~ NA¢1 
KU~ KU~i 
20 CAL~ SRbANG[ESTi~~STJ 





------ ... 6 
KU~ Ku~1 
Ir[MAX~U~KuJ 35;40,•0 MA>t~U :s: KU 
IrC!MAXNAJ 45,41,50 IF(NA~MAXNAJ 50t46,46 
IMAXNDl\ ~ 1 
IGO~ i 
GO fO 5qo 50 Ir(!TlMAXJ 55,5j,60 
NA 
EM 
55 Ir[CLOCK~TIMAX] 6j,66,S6 56 IT!MAX e 1 
. ---·- ---- . .. I GO = 2 
GO YO 500 60 IrtSUMS!•SUMATl 100,100,200 100 xrc~uJ 110,110,120 t :s -- - ·· · 11 O CLO C « fl: . S UM A T 
TOT P TQT • SUM4T • SUMST su·MST -~ SUMAT 
( ·) t GO YO 1 Q 




TWT s TWT • O•CiYMST ~ CLOCKJ 
.., ... L 
------ -- T w Q ~ T W Q + s UM 5 T • CL O C K ¥\ J ~ , CLDCt( ~ SUMST 




_1 200 IF'[KUl 220,220,ato 




















VTI MODEL (continued) TWT ~ TWT • O•[SUMAT; CLoCKJ 
TWO E TWO+ CSU~AT • CLOCKJ 
~ 220 CLOCK = SUMAT 
....... -~- CA L ~ ER b A N Q [ EA T e L , A T J 
SUMAT:: SUMAT•A' 
Ku; Ku 00 1 
r. NA~ NAo1 
GO fO 30 
C SECTION TO CALCJLATij AND PRINT TME SIMULATION STATtS'Y't.CS 
-·-·-· 500 ARI\ILS ; NA 
Q • KU 
EWT = TWT/A~IVL9 
EQL = TWT/C~OCK 
RHO= 1,0QTOT/C~OCK 
EL: ARJVLSICLOCK 
EM~ !ARIVLS O QJ/tCLOCK; TOTJ 
ELNQ = TvJT /TWQ 
PRINT 9Y01, IGOiNA,MAXKU,eWT,EQL,RHD,iL,&M.ELNQ,CLOCM 
P901 FORMAT [1H0,3I6i6;13,5,r1J,0J 
ISTOP ~ ISTOP • IGO 
GO fO c,0,60,55QJ. JSTOP 
- -550 CALL EXIT 
END 
- .· . . . . . .. . . . ..-. -. . .· ·- - - ,. -: 
I ( , 











. • r:.'., ~· 
' 
-·-· ........ _ -·- . ...,_ .. 
- ···- '•• ~ . .:-_ -
-. 





' ' ' 
\ I 
. i l f.! 
0 
() 
._._-, .. ···~,_,,..,~,---- -- - ·-
...... ~=-----~-------...,,~...,.,,_--. ,,, - . .:;_ ,,,,, 






DO 1 11•1,N CALL. UNl~RM[U] 
-~- _ _ 1 Y • Y Q X * A L O G [ U J / E 11 RETURN 
END 
~----- --- .. -. --.--
-
-- -- .,._ :_ 
-- - ...... 
.• 
,. 
- . ___ .,:_ -:----·- . ·_,;., -
-
- .... --. -
-·. '- .. ~-- . ·. :.--- :-~--··--~-···. ,·-··-
.. 
• • r ••-
··-
~· "• • 
----- --- ~ -- " --- -· . 
. -







{ ' \ ., 
( } 
C UNII~1 onr~ SUBHOUTINE FOR BOTH MODELS 
·s,oRTRAN 
fl 
--~' . ,,._ -- ..... _. 
SUBROUTINE UNit~M[XJ COMMON ISTART ISTART i 509•ISlAAT Et ~ !START 
X = EI/524288,0 
RETURN 
END 
... : . 
··----·--t .. --~,__..,..,... ... _ ... -- . _; -::'. . -· . ..:. . -· . ~ -.. 
-1 
----··-· --~- .. :.· _·.-- .. _-. - .-·. -· ..... _ .. _ . ..... . . . 
- --· -
,. 
.. · ... 









......... - - - - -- - - - ._,,_ .,._ .. , - , .... -
CONVE:RGE~TCE; 8UBfiOUTINS FOR SFORTRAN 
~NDSlM!JTDT,KLOCK,EPSLN,lGOJ -SUBROUT l NE DATA EN,RiSUM, R2SUM,0T,Cl,NSWCH,I/O,O,O,O,O 
" ......... ,..,,_ - - - ~ - -
FTI MODEL ~ ·· ~ "~ 
,0,0,0,0,.0,0,10/ 



















































-- I TaTDTQDT 
t 
·--------
Q: f c- Tl/ C. 
OT=TDT 
·-------- -CL=CLUCK 
E N = E "-1 + 1 e 0 
lF'tNS~JCHl 




RETURN __________________________________ ....._ _______________________ _ 
3 R2SUM=R2SUM+R 
.__, - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --- -- - - - - - - - - -· - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - --
------- .NSWCH:O 
IrfENf':>3,nJ 2,4,4 
-~- 4 __ VRBA R; [ [ R 1 SUM ~-R2SUt~tU-EN.J-•*2-----------------------S: [ E PS L N * ( R 1 SUM+ R 2 SUM J /EN J • • 2 
PR I NT 6 a E: N, V R 8 AR --
- - ,_..,.. ·---= - ................. - ---- --- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - ---- ---- -------- -- ~- --1 P [ V R 8 AR~ s] 5,5,2 
_______ 5 .I::I~1 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - --~ -IFCI1 7,7,2 
_6 __ r_ORMAT 12£2-v--0 ....... a __ .,...... ___________ ~--~------------7 IG0::2 



















































- ,. END 
-- -· - - -- - ·- ---- -· -- ·--· - -- - -- -- - - ·-· - - . .,._ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _... - - ....... - ._ - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-------·---
-- -- --- -· - -- - - - - - -~ .... - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - ....,. ,._ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
. - - ~- - -· -· -~· - - -· .. ~ - -. - · ......... -: ~ -- - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --- ,.,,.. -- _., ....... ...,..... - ....... - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ...... - ,.,,.. -
_, ___ ,._ ... ___ ...__.~------·-.,.,.,,..-..._w._:_,...., .... -------·----·---------------------------~----------
•~ ·,-- -~ -
-
























-· -· -·· ._ ,._ -






















..• , -. ef: :- - ·-~ ..,.._ - -- ·- .......... - -. -. ... - ......... ~ -






-·-· - ~ _, -- - - - - - ·-· - - - - - ---. -- - - - - - - ·- ftO""OI - ·-- -
-~~--------·-----------~--~------~-------~-----------
r __,. - - - - -- - -- - ...,__ - - - - - - - - - - - ...... - - ,,..,... - - ........ ..,,......, - - - -











··- -- -- -· . -- - -- - - -10 2 ... _________ ......... 
srORTRAN CONVtjRGENCE T~ RM IN/\. 'J1 ION ~:UB:10UTINE VTI M0L'EL 
SUBROUTINE ~NDSIM[TDT.CLOCK,~PSLNJIGOJ DATA EN,R1SUM,R2SUM,0T,CL,NSwCH,I/0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,10/ '· - .- - ...... , ........... C1CLOC~ct( °CL 
T:TDT-DT 
!. ______ , ___ R; [ C ~ T J / C 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..... - - - - - - - - - - - --,. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ··-
CL=CLOCK 




- __ 4_ 










___________________________________________ ..., _______ _ 
VR8AR;f [R1SUM~R2SUM1LEN1~*2----------------------------------~----------S:fEPSLN*[R1SUM+R2SUMJ/ENl•*2 PRINT 6, .. EN,VRBAR 
!FfVRBAR~Sl 
l:I 0 t 
IF'[ll 7,7,2 
5,5,2 
- - .... - - - ..... - ~ -.-- .... - - - ..... - .,_. - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..... - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..-~ 
______ _ 6_ ... FORMAT [2E2Q_._8 l ______________________________________________ - - - - --- - -- -· -7 I G0=2 
.. 
______ R.ET URN ... 
~------------------------~-----------~----------------------~~~--~-----""'~---~--END 














































































































- ~ ~ -












--~-r ____ ..._. _ ___,-----·---.-. .. ·--···'-"'"·----------~----------------------~--~--~---~------------------------------~ 
0 
-~--·---~------------------------------------------------------------------------
-·- -- -·-· --·- -- ~-,- - -- - ---- ·- - ~- -
--... -- - --- - ...,..._ - ·- -- -- - --- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - -- - - _.... _ .. - ..... - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- _,,, ...... 
-- ··- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - ·- - - - - - - - -
_..,, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ......... - - - .......... - -.. - - - -- - ,._. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .,.,. 
~ .. _ - ·-~ - --. - - - ___ :j,-_ - - - - - - -
------~----------------------------~------ ----------
....,,, ... , .. -.-~~.--,,..--:~.._"' ___ _..__ __ ~·-....,.....--,----------~---------------------------·---------~~•-----------"m--....,.--_,..,.._,. ____ ..,.. ________ ,·~~ 
-.... -- ......... ·- .. -~ -
-· ........ -
-




- ......;. -· -
-
- .i...:. - - .,_ -- - - - -
_,, - - - ..-.. - -~ - - ..... --- -~ -- ·- - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '"'""'' -" 
,,r"" "'I-·... 
_.,., .._, ...... --- -- - - -· - - - - - - - -. -· - - - - --- - - - - - - - - .. _ - --- - - - - - - - - ~ -· - - - - - ...... _.;. :-:.... ~· ~'!", -
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